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Rototyper: A Novel Solution to Low Cost Three Dimensional Prototyping

Introduction
During the 2006-2007 academic year I had the privilege of working with an incredibly talented
group of individuals from Mechanical Engineering, Electrical and Computer Engineering and
Computer Science backgrounds on my senior design project. Our goal was to produce a proof of
concept for a low cost rapid prototyping device that could provide an alternative to the
exorbitantly expensive commercial solutions for three-dimensional prototyping.

From the beginning we understood the value of rapid prototyping. Most of the students, including
myself, had worked on projects during internships that had required some kind of out of house
prototype production. I had experienced this on my first internship when a fairly simple
mechanical design had to be sent to a different state so that a plastic model could be
manufactured with a stereo-lithography process. It took about two weeks and a great deal of
expense to get that model back and the idea that it could have been produced in an afternoon on
an engineer’s desk for a couple dollars of material, much like a desktop printer, I found to be a
fascinating prospect for engineering.

At first, we were all excited and somewhat overwhelmed by the scope of the project. Each group
had, if not a full understanding, at least a basic idea of how their piece of the design could be
accomplished, whether mechanically, electrically or in software. Most of us however had
absolutely no idea even of where to begin on the other portions of design outside our areas of
study. This forced us to learn a great deal from each other, especially from the students outside of
our major and we often had little choice, but to trust that everyone knew what they were doing.
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Distribution of Work
With eight students working on the project from different disciplines and with different
expectations, communication and management of work were major non-technical factors that
could threaten the feasibility the group’s success. Fortunately this was recognized early on and
work began with it in mind. Each week the group would meet early Friday morning to present the
status of the project, determine what had been accomplished in the past week and plan what
needed to be accomplished the following week. Don Heer as the group’s mentor played a pivotal
role in guiding these meetings and really pushing the design process along. It would be fair to say
that for every technical experience that was gained, I learned as much or more about project
management much from Don.

Mechanical engineering students Andrew Leach, Stephen Lutz and Ty Shelton made up the
mechanical design team. It was their responsibility to design and manufacture the structure and
non-electrical moving components of the Rototyper. It was this group that originally came up
with the idea for a rotating platform design to reduce mechanical complexity and that became a
key factor in reducing the cost of the whole system. The mechanical team was working under the
constraints of the Mechanical Engineering senior design class which meant their design and
manufacturing work needed to be completed a full term before the other teams. This was of great
benefit to the rest of us because it meant we had more time to work with the actual mechanical
system during our final stages of design and debugging.

Glenn Sandoval was the sole Computer Science student working on the project and as such faced
some additional challenges that other team members didn’t have to deal with. Unlike the
Electrical and Computer Engineering students, who could turn to each other or Don for help,
Glenn was largely on his own. No other team members had any experience with three-
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dimensional modeling software or using the OpenGL library. Fortunately he proved himself to be
an extremely capable programmer and produced software to scan three-dimensional computer
images into Rototyper print code, the first step in the object printing process and a prerequisite to
all steps that followed.

The largest sub-group to work on the Rototyper was that of the Electrical Engineering and
Computer Engineering students consisting of Ray Anderson, Michael Carlsen, Scott Koster and
myself. Our responsibility was really to be the interface between the abstract computer model
presented in Glenn’s software with the very physical printer and printing material. This meant
taking the information from Glenn’s scanning software which told us where material should and
should not be deposited on the printing platform and using it move and manipulate the printer, via
stepper motors, to produce the desired physical object. This involved designing and constructing
the user interface that allows for user control of the printer; the electronics, software and firmware
that interfaces the microcontroller with computer; the electronics that control and drive the motor
systems for printing and an instruction based operating system that was the brain controlling the
final step in translation between abstract models and physical objects.
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Physical Design
As part of their senior design class series the mechanical engineering students had to consider and
document the pros and cons of a variety of construction methods. Because many of the potential
mechanical designs also depended heavily on electrical considerations, all members of the team
were intimately involved in the higher level considerations of these early design decisions while
the mechanical students did the formal mathematical evaluations. The result was the unique
rotating platform design of the Rototyper, with every component drawn in detail in SolidWorks.

To print, a cylindrical coordinate system was used wherein the print nozzle is able to move from
the center of the circular platter to the outside edge. Stepper motors were used to rotate the
platform under the print head and adjust the height of the platform as print material was
deposited. A stepping linear actuator was used on the plunger of a syringe to squeeze the print
material onto the platter.

Figure 1. SolidWorks Mechanical Drawing
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Model Scanning
STL Viewer, an application written by Glenn, takes three-dimensional computer images and
allows you to scale and position a model onto a virtual platter so that correct sizing for the actual
printer surface can be used. The software then processes the model by breaking it into layers and
then breaking each layer into individual one-tenth inch sectors that are analogous to the sectors of
a computer hard disk platter. A list of sectors and print commands is generated that can be
interpreted by the printing software.

Figure 2. STL Viewer Scanning a Sphere
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Motor Control
Once an object is scanned into Rototyper print code it is loaded into the Rototyper Control Panel
(RCP). RCP analyzes the sectors that need to be printed and based on the calibration data that has
been empirically determined for the chosen printing material, produces commands to control the
motors that give life to the Rototyper. These commands are sent via USB from the PC to the
Rototyper processor, an 8051 microcontroller, and are used to produce the electrical signals that
are supplied to the motor drivers. RCP also allows the user to control the Rototyper in debugging
and developer modes, supporting individual commands such as single motor steps, sector based
positioning and tools for calibrating the device for use with different materials. This software
went through months of iterations and revisions with Ray, Mike and I constantly adding to and
rewriting each other’s code. Mike and I would switch off on writing the microcontroller
firmware, while Ray and I would switch back and forth on the computer software.

Figure 3. Rototyper Control Panel
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Object Production
One of the most exciting moments of the project was using the Rototyper for the first time. The
linear actuator that would be used to squeeze material out of the syringe had not yet arrived and
the software still needed a lot of work before we could even scan a three-dimensional model, but
the mechanical systems needed to be tested and all of us were anxious to see if our designs would
work. The best way we could come up with was therefore to attach a large felt pen to the print
head and use it as a crude drawing machine. We wrote out all of the motor control commands by
hand, controlling the exact number of steps that each motor would make and to this day I still
can’t help but to smile while I watch the result: a video of Rototypers first production; a very
crudely drawn smilie face.

Figure 4. The First Print
When all of the pieces did eventually come together object production worked in very much the
same way that Glenn’s software scanned the models; each layer, starting with the base, was layed
down in concentric circles, beginning at the center of the platter and moving outwards towards
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the edges of the object. After each layer of material was deposited the platform would drop down
one-tenth of an inch and the next layer would be applied.

Figure 5. Printing a Small Castle
Depending on size, objects would take as little as forty-five minutes to make or as much as eight
hours as was the case with one large castle we printed. For some added fun and effect we would
sometimes sprinkle colored sand between the layers of an object.

Figure 6. Printing a Large Castle
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The Engineering Expo
On May 11, 2007 the Rototyper was presented for the first time to the general public at the
Oregon State University Engineering Expo. For us this was the single culminating event that
would determine whether the previous nine months of sleepless nights had been in vain. At this
point we had achieved the design requirements we had set out and while there were still
improvements that could be made we began to worry more about the best way to really show off
what we had done.

Figure 7. Three Stages of the Rototyper
From the beginning of the project we had joked that the first step was design, the second step was
getting it to work and the third step would be convincing people to look at it. If step three failed
we would need some shiny blue lights to at least get people’s attention. Fortunately getting people
to look didn’t prove to be a problem and even with the eight of us, we had a hard time keeping up
with the constant flow of visitors and questions at the expo. We had a nineteen foot circular
poster above a smaller thirteen foot poster, cookies, printed objects, baseball style cards to hand
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out, four computers displaying the various stages of the object production process and gave live
demonstrations of the Rototyper printing.

Figure 8. The Engineering Expo
We had done just about everything we could think of to attract attention to our display and our
efforts paid off. The Rototyper team was awarded first place in both the Mechanical Engineering
and Electrical and Computer Engineering design competitions at the expo, a very welcome end to
a project that all of us had worked so hard on. After four years of school and many months of
working with an exceptional group of friends and colleagues, earning this recognition provided a
sense of achievement for our time and efforts. As engineering students we took a design from
concept to reality for the first time and produced something that we could all be extremely proud
of.
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Appendix A - Electrical and Computer Engineering Design Document
Contents of this section were produced by the Rototyper Electrical and Computer Engineering
design team consisting of Raymond Anderson, Michael Carlsen, Scott Koster and Jacob Postman.

Appendix A - Electrical and Computer Engineering Design Document

Rototyper
Final Design Specification
Group #1
Ray Anderson
Mike Carlsen
Jacob Postman
Scott Koster
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Introduction

Our group’s goal is to produce a rapid prototyping machine or a “3-D Printer” (three dimensional).
A “3-D Printer” is a device that “prints” out physical objects from computer models. There are
countless numbers of applications for such a device, but the applications in the field of design
engineering are particularly interesting.
Without a rapid prototyping machine, the design process can be very long and extremely expensive.
It can take several weeks or months for an idea to turn into a prototype or a working part. After an
engineer uses a computer to model their idea, they must create drawings and send them to a
machinist. The machinist uses specialized equipment and tools to build the part from the drawings.
This can be a very expensive and time consuming process. The 3-D printer allows engineers to have
a working prototype on their desk within a few hours.
Because of the complexity of the project we will be part of a multidisciplinary team to design and
build our printer. The group will consist of mechanical, electrical, and computer engineers and a
computer science student. The mechanical engineering students will be responsible for designing all
of the moving parts within the printer, including the printer head. The electrical and computer
engineering students will work together to create the required electrical systems, including electrical
motor controls, the micro-controller and its connections to the computer. The computer science
student will write the software to control the device and decode the cad files into a suitable format to
be processed by the printer’s microcontroller.

2.1

Customer Requirements and Product Background

In the current state of the 3-D printing, market nearly all commercial products sell for many
thousands of dollars. We would like to undercut this great price with a machine that could be built
for around $600. This would place our rapid prototyping machine at a marketable price significantly
below the competition.
We need to set clear specifications that will allow our printer to succeed in the market, be high
quality and still have a cost advantage. Luckily for us, our sponsor has many detailed specifications
for us to follow. The printer needs to be able to make a 8.0 x 8.0 x 8.0 inch object or bigger to a
resolution of 0.1 inch that is durable enough to be used in a prototype device. We also need to use
materials and a process that allows us to make hollow objects, for example; a completely enclosed
sphere. The cabinet containing the device should be no larger than a 40 inch cube. The device also
needs to be able to create an object in an average of six hours. Input to the printer will come from a
standard 3-D drawing document and software will automatically rotate and scale the object to make
the best use of space and provide proper orientation. Finally, control information for the CAD file
provided will be sent from a PC to the printer through USB. These specifications will be the
groundwork for our project design.
The type of 3-D rapid prototyping machine that we want to create is specifically targeted as a low
cost alternative to many of the commercial devices that are on the market. Our target cost for the
whole system is about $600 so that it can be affordable to new companies, schools, and other clients
3
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that may not have the cash flow to purchase one of the present commercial alternatives. We would
like our printer to use readily accessible parts with as few custom machined parts as possible. The
result will be a low cost system for producing 3-D prototype models.

CustomerRequirements





Cost<$600

8

AverageBuildTime<=6 Hours

3

MinimalCustomMachinedParts

4

PartDimensionsareupto 8.0"x8.0"x8.0"

5

Resolution>=10dpi(dotsperlinearinch)

9

AbilitytoPrintHollowParts

6

PartsDurableEnoughforPrototyping

4

TotalDimensionofPrinter LessThan40"x40"x40"

2

MustbeAbletoAccept3DCADFiles

X
X
X
X
X

10 

AutomaticallyScaleandRotateObjects

3

ProductMustbeCompletedBeforeJune2007
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Figure 2.1.1 - House of Quality
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MotorControlAccuracy
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EngineeringRequirements

This figure correlates the established customer requirements with the importance to each engineering
aspect of the design. You can easily see which engineering aspects cover more of the customer
requirements, and that all the requirements are met by at least one of those aspects.
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2.2 Competitive Analysis

Speed

$20000

COST

6”x6”x
6”

8”x10”
x8”

Not measured

Not measured

300-600dpi

The fallowing table compares different 3-D printing solutions already in use.

2-4
Layers
per min

~$500

No
info

Resolution

Proprietary.
Uses STL,
VRML and
PLY

2 hours
for small
part
(5cm3)

~$500

Not measured

Site

http://www.zcor
p.com/whatwed
o.asp

http://reprapdo
c.voodoo.co.nz
/bin/view/Main/
WebHome

http://reprapdo
c.voodoo.co.nz
/bin/view/Main/
WebHome

http://reprapdo
c.voodoo.co.nz
/bin/view/Main/
WebHome

.013 in. per
layer

http://www.strat
asys.com/sys_
main.html

http://www.dim
ensionprinting.
com/

Build
Size

No info

Open source
Art of Illusion
3-D modeling
package (AoI)
.STL

No parts
made yet

11”x15
”x35”

8”x8”x
12”

600 x 300 x 889

3-D
Software

Printer head type
movement

Control boards for each
component run in a token ring
network using PIC
microcontrollers. PC sends
commands into the ring and each
controller can talk to the others.

Open source
Art of Illusion
3-D modeling
package (AoI)
.STL

~$500

$18,900

9.8”x9.
8”x7.9”

Control Circuits

Spreads powder layers then prints on
them with a hardening compound to
form the object.

X,Y,Z Movement with
stepper motor
controlled screw
drives

Control boards for each
component run in a token ring
network using PIC
microcontrollers. PC sends
commands into the ring and each
controller can talk to the others.

No parts
made yet

No info

No info

Head Control

[1] Z Corp

Heated print head used to deposit
molten plastic that hardens when it
cools

X,Y movement.
The printing bed
moves up and down.

Open source
Art of Illusion
3-D modeling
package (AoI)
.STL

$68,000

Printing Material

[2] RepRap
“Da Witch”

This machine prints on the x y plane
and moves the printing surface in the z
direction.

X,Y,Z movement

Control boards for each
component run in a token ring
network using PIC
microcontrollers. PC sends
commands into the ring and each
controller can talk to the others.

No info

Printer Name

[2] RepRap
“A.R.N.I.E.”

Very large scale printer uses milled
poplar wood as structure

.STL

.STL

No info

[2] RepRap
“GODZILLA”

No info

No info

.STL

http://www.3ds
ystems.com/pr
oducts/multijet/i
nvision/index.a
sp

No info

No info

328 x 328 x 606
DPI
No info

11.75”
x7.3”x
8”

ABS Plastic in different colors

No info

Multi-Jet Modeling (MJM). Thermal
material application,
with UV-curing.
Acrylic plastic

UV Plastics

[3] InVision SR
3-D

BST 768

[4] Dimension

Eden

[5] Stratasys

Figure 2.2.1 – Competitive Analysis
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2.2.1 Product Space Analysis
After analyzing all of our competitors we came to the realization that some commonalities exist. The
first of these common ideas is in order to achieve the vertical dimension you must either move the
print head or the printing base vertically. Another similar idea is that rapid prototyping comes with
great monetary expense. The only exception to the last similarity is the RepRap project, however that
venture is not near completion.
A number of competing rapid prototyping devices are currently on the market, however the high cost
and particularly specialized nature of these devices makes them virtually inaccessible for many
potential users. Additionally, current commercial devices can take from a few hours to multiple days
to produce an object and are often large and cumbersome. By introducing a device that can reside in
an office or on an engineer’s desktop with a relatively low print resolution, high production speed and
a much lower price than other products; our device will satisfy a hole in the market presently
unfulfilled by available competing products. While being competitive in terms of cost and speed of
production; we anticipate being unable to compete with current commercial products in terms of
resolution and print quality.
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2.2.2 Target Feature Set
The following target feature set for the device was established from an examination of the product’s
customer and engineering requirements as well as the capabilities of comparable devices currently on
the market.
x
x
x
x

x

Cost
o Most rapid prototyping machines cost upwards of $20,000
o Our goal is $600
Portability
o Desktop usage (40”x40”x40”)
o Semi portable
Speed
o Average Print time is 6 hours
o Faster is better
Quality of Print
o Able to print hollow parts
o 10 dpi (dots per linear inch)
o 8”x8”x8” max object size
o durable enough material to be prototyped
Software
o Interpret common 3-D CAD files and output to printer.
o Be able to scale, and rotate objects to optimize build times.

7
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3

Architectural Overview

Our 3-D prototyping machine will accept a .stl CAD file and a printing material as input, and produce
an output of a physical prototype model of the CAD file. The average build time for a printed object
will be approximately six hours and the object will be handleable within minutes following
completion. The resulting prototype will be durable enough to be used for a test fit or as a mold,
making it useful to engineers and hobbyists seeking cost effective prototypes.
The 3-D prototyping system that we are designing will be significantly lower cost than commercial
competitors already on the market. We would like our printer to cost around $600, where in
comparison, competitor’s products run upwards of $20,000. By keeping the cost of the printer low
and employing an inexpensive building material, our product will be a great low price alternative to
commercial products.
We are cutting the cost and complexity of our design by limiting our print resolution to 0.1 inches in
all dimensions. This build resolution is significantly less precise than our commercial competition, but
we believe that the benefits realized by limiting the build resolution will significantly outweigh the
shortcomings of a limited resolution.
The size of produced objects will be scalable through our software up to diameter 11.4"and height
8",which can contain a 8"x8"x8" cube.

9
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To facilitate production of prototypes the computer software will automatically rotate and scale
imported CAD objects to make best use of the build space. Furthermore, hollow objects will be fully
attainable by our rapid prototyping machine.
Since our goal is to make our product available to a much larger user demographic than our
commercial competitors we felt that a reasonably small form factor would be important. From this
requirement it was decided that the maximum allowable size of our prototyping machine be
40”x40”x40”. This size limit will allow the device to be placed on a desktop. Additionally, it is
important in the interest of portability that the device remain light enough to be moved by no more
than 2 people. Standard 120v AC will also be used so our rapid prototype machine can be plugged
straight into a normal wall electrical outlet.

3.1

Implementation Approaches

A number of different rapid prototyping technologies are used in commercial prototyping products
currently on the market. Each of these technologies has its own advantages and drawbacks as well as
unique engineering challenges, which are described below.

10
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SLA – Stereolithography
A ‘stereolithographic apparatus’ builds plastic parts one layer at a time by directing a laser into a bath
of photo-sensitive polymer, hardening where the laser is traced over the polymer. After each layer is
completed the base is lowered further into the liquid polymer and the laser is again used to trace
another layer on top.
Advantages
x Produces very accurate models
x Larger products than with some other methods
Disadvantages
x Photo-sensitive polymer is very expensive
x Laser setup and power sources are very expensive
This approach was avoided due to the great expense of the material used to produce the prototype, as
well as the increased cost and complexity of a product utilizing a laser system.

FDM - Fused Deposition Modeling
A material usually in the form of a plastic or metal filament is fed through a heated extrusion nozzle,
melted and then deposited on top of a previous layer to which the production material fuses forming a
solid object.
Advantages
x Printing head is simpler than most designs
x Printing material can be a low cost durable plastic
x Good for functional testing
Disadvantages
x Hollow or suspended parts may need supports which will complicate software design
The two print methods currently under consideration fit into the fundamental print strategy employed
by this class of devices. The primary advantages of this choice are the simplicity of design and low
cost of production material.
The first strategy under consideration is the use of a traditional FDM material such as ABS plastic that
will be heated and deposited from an extrusion print nozzle. This method would provide for the
production of fairly rigid and durable objects.
An alternative method being evaluated uses the same fundamental print strategy, but employs the use
of a fast hardening liquid polymer RTV. The advantage of this method over the more traditional hard
plastic FDM strategy is the lack of a heating device, reducing the overall device complexity. The
disadvantage to this method is the production of less rigid and durable objects.

11
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LOM - Laminated Object Manufacturing
Adhesive coated paper is laid down and then heated and cut to shape with a laser. More layers are
built up this way until the final shape is formed. The excess paper must them be removed.
Advantages
x High accuracy
x Low cost building materials
x No print head
Disadvantages
x High cost laser components
x Very long build times
x Low durability since the model is made of paper
This approach was avoided due to the increased complexity of the mechanical system required to
remove excess material from the final printed object. The cost and complexity of utilizing a laser
system was also a deterring factor.

SLS - Selective Laser Sintering
A powdered material is laid down and then selectively traced over using a high powered laser to fuse
the material to the next lower layer. The powder can be a variety of materials including metal, sand or
plastic.
Advantages
x Large range of possible materials
Disadvantages
x High cost laser components
x Mechanically complicated
This approach was deemed too mechanically and electrically complex to remain a feasible option
given the scope of our time and funding.

12
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DMD – Direct Metal Deposition
Direct metal deposition uses a laser to heat and fuse metal powder together. This way it builds up the
part. Steel, aluminum, copper and other metals can be used.
Advantages
x Strong durable parts
Disadvantages
x High cost laser components
x Very long build times
This approach was deemed too mechanically and electrically complex to remain a feasible option
given the scope of our time and funding.

3DP – 3-D Printing
3DP lays down a layer of powder and then prints on it with an inkjet print head with a hardening
compound. The build tray is lowered, another powder layer is added, and the process repeats until the
part is built.
Advantages
x Powder makes up support structure
x Uses existing inject technology
x Very accurate models
x Multiple colors per part capable
Disadvantages
x Most inject tech is proprietary and patented
x Requires very accurate head movement
This approach was avoided due to the complexity of the required print head(s).
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4

Top Level Description

Our 3-D printer is designed to be a desktop rapid prototyping device which is comparable to
traditional desktop paper and ink printing systems, but with the printer’s output being a three
dimensional object that you can hold in your hand.
The main components to the rapid prototyping system are a Person Computer interface, involving the
use of industry standard CAD file formats. The CAD data will be converted into a stream of control
instructions that the will be sent to the device and processed. These instructions will be translated into
controls for motor positioning and a material deposition nozzle, “printing” a three dimensional
prototype object layer by layer. The final outcome of this procedure is a physical recreation of the
input CAD data.

4.1 Top Level Block Diagram
This figure shows the top level IO of the printer.
vac_hot
vac_neutral
vac_ground
power_button

+5V
D+

r_home_button
z_home_button

Printer

DGround

z_end_of_line_button
r_end_of_line_button

push_led_enable
pull_led_enable
blue_power_lights

Figure 4.1.1 – Top Level Block Diagram
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This flow chart shows the overall printing process of the Rototyper.

Figure 4.1.2 – Top Level Block Diagram
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4.1.1 Top Level Interface Definition
This table lists our systems top level IO signals with descriptions.
Name

Type of Signal

Signal Purpose

vac_hot
vac_neutral
vac_gnd
+5
+3.3
ground

60Hz 120 VAC
0V
0V
5V DC
3.3V DC
0V
USB Standard
Communication
USB Standard
Communication

60 hz, 120 V; American Standard
Relative Ground
Earth Ground
The power supply voltage
The power supply voltage
The power supply voltage
Provides a communications interface to and from the
PC.
Provides a communications interface to and from the
PC.

d+
d-

Figure 4.1.1.1 – Top Level Signal Definitions
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4.1.2 Environment
The working environment the customer requires is the general office work place. The setting will be
consistent to what a normal human being will generally be around. Operating temperature should be
between 40 and 110 degrees Fahrenheit. The printer will have temperature control devices where
necessary to operate under these conditions.
The printer will interface directly with a Windows based PC through a USB connection. This will
allow a wider base of users to easily operate the printer. A connection protocol and 3-D CAD model
interpreter will be provided.
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5

Functional Unit Description
DC Outputs
110v 60Hz AC Input

+3.3v

vac_hot

+5v
+12v

vac_neutral

ATX Switching
Power Supply

vac_ground

-5v
-12v
+5VSB
+5v

+12v

+3.3v

Z-Axis Stepper Motor

Power Switch

motor_out_1

6
5
4
3
2
1
48
47

+3.3v

Input
Buttons
Nozzle Stepper Motor
motor_out_4
motor_out_3
motor_out_2

Nozzle Motor
Controller

motor_out_1

+12v +5v +3.3v GND

R-Axis Stepper Motor
motor_out_4
motor_out_3

R Motor
Controller

motor_out_2

r_end_of_line_button
z_end_of_line_button
r_home_button
z_home_button
step_n
cw/ccw_n
half_step_enable_n
enable_n
step_r
cw/ccw_r
half_step_enable_r
enable_r

P0.0 spi_sck
P0.1 spi_miso
P0.2 spi_mosi

P3.0

P0.3 spi_cs0
P0.4 uart_tx0
P0.5 uart_rx0
P0.6 int0
P0.7 int1

P3.3
P3.4

28
27
26

P3.5
P3.6

25
24
23

P3.1
P3.2

46
45
44

P1.0

P3.7
P4.0

P1.1
P1.2

P4.1
P4.2

43
42
41

P1.3
P1.4

40
39
38
37
36
35
34
33
32
31

Micro Controller

P4.3
P4.4

P1.5
P1.6

P4.5
P4.6

P1.7
P2.0

P4.7
/RST/C3CI
C2D
REGIN
Vdd

P2.1
P2.2
P2.3
P2.4

D+
D-

P2.5
P2.6

VBUS
GND

P2.7

30
29

step_z
cw/ccw_z
half_step_enable_z
enable_z
step_t
cw/ccw_t

motor_out_2
motor_out_3
motor_out_4

Theta-Axis Stepper Motor
+12v +5v +3.3v GND

half_step_enable_t
enable_t

22
21
20

motor_out_1

Theta Motor
Controller

motor_out_2
motor_out_3
motor_out_4

19
18
17
16
15
13

Z Motor
Controller

+5v

Push_led_enable
pull_led_enable

14
11
10
8
9
12
7

Status
LEDs

blue_power_lights

vbus
+3.3
D+
Dvbus
ground

motor_out_1

+5v

+12v

+3.3v

Figure 5.1 – Level 1 Block Diagram
To facilitate the design of our 3-D printer we have broken our design into several functional units.
These units have been designed separately, with inputs and outputs defined to be interconnected.
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5.1 Micro Controller Block Diagram
6
5
4
3
2
1
48
47

r_end_of_line_button
z_end_of_line_button
r_home_button
z_home_button
step_n
cw/ccw_n
half_step_enable_n
enable_n
step_r
cw/ccw_r
half_step_enable_r
enable_r

P0.0 spi_sck
P0.1 spi_miso
P0.2 spi_mosi
P0.3 spi_cs0
P0.4 uart_tx0
P0.5 uart_rx0
P0.6 int0
P0.7 int1

P3.0
P3.1
P3.2
P3.3
P3.4
P3.5
P3.6

46
45
44

P1.0

P3.7
P4.0

P1.1
P1.2

P4.1
P4.2

43
42
41

P1.3
P1.4
P1.5
P1.6

40
39
38
37
36
35
34
33
32
31

Micro Controller

P4.3
P4.4
P4.5
P4.6

P1.7
P2.0

P4.7
/RST/C3CI
C2D
REGIN
Vdd

P2.1
P2.2
P2.3
P2.4

D+
D-

P2.5
P2.6

VBUS
GND

P2.7

Figure 5.1.1 – Microcontroller FBD
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30
29
28
27
26
25
24
23

step_z
cw/ccw_z
half_step_enable_z
enable_z
step_t
cw/ccw_t
half_step_enable_t
enable_t

22
21
20
19
18
17
16
15
13
14
11
10
8
9
12
7

Push_led_enable
pull_led_enable

vbus
+3.3
D+
Dvbus
ground
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5.1.1 Micro Controller Interface Definition
Name

Type of Signal

+5

5V DC

The power supply voltage

+3.3

3.3V DC

The power supply voltage

ground

0V

The power supply voltage

d+

`

Provides a communications interface to and from the
PC.

d-

USB Standard
Communication

Provides a communications interface to and from the
PC.

power_button

Signal Purpose

Hard power off switch.
If the printer pushes this button, the microcontroller halts
the movement in that direction. Also used for going
home.
If the printer pushes this button, the microcontroller halts
the movement in that direction.

r_home_button

digital 0V to +3.3V

r_end_of_line_button

digital 0V to +3.3V

z_home_button

digital 0V to +3.3V

z_end_of_line_button

digital 0V to +3.3V

nozzle_push_enabled

digital 0V to +3.3V

active high printing LED

nozzle_pull_enabled

digital 0V to +3.3V

active high printing LED

blue_power_lights

5V DC

enable_motor

digital 0v to 3.3V

When zero puts the stepper motor into a neutral state(
can be physically pushed to any location)

step_(motor)

digital 0v to 3.3V

a clock edge that tells the stepper motor controller to
step

cw/ccw_(motor)

digital 0v to +3.3V

either high or low telling the motor controller which
direction to move

half_step_enable_(motor)

digital 0v to +3.3V

either high or low telling the motor controller to half step
or full step.

If the printer pushes this button, the microcontroller halts
the movement in that direction. Also used for going
home.
If the printer pushes this button, the microcontroller halts
the movement in that direction.

LEDs always on if printer is on.

Figure 5.1.1.1 – Microcontroller Interface Table
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5.1.2 Micro Controller Operation
The microcontroller is the brain of the printer. It communicates with the PC to get 3-D cad file data,
and controls all printing operations.

5.2 Power Supply Block Diagram
DC Outputs
110v 60Hz AC Input

+3.3v

vac_hot

+5v
+12v

vac_neutral

ATX Switching
Power Supply

vac_ground

-5v
-12v
+5VSB

Power Switch

Figure 5.3.1 – Power Supply FBD

5.2.1 Power Supply Interface Definition
Name

Type of Signal

Vac_hot
vac_neutral
Vac_gnd
+12
+5
+3.3
-12
-5
+5 VSB
ground

60Hz 120 VAC
0V
0V
12VDC 11A
5VDC 30A
3.3VDC 28A
-12VDC 0.8A
-5VDC 0.5A
+5VDC 5A VSB
0V

Signal Purpose
60 hz, 120 V; American Standard
Relative Ground
Earth Ground
Power supply DC voltage output
Power supply DC voltage output
Power supply DC voltage output
Power supply DC voltage output
Power supply DC voltage output
Standby, Always On, power supply voltage.
The power supply DC ground

Figure 5.3.1.1 – Power Supply Interface Table

5.2.2 Power Supply Operation
ATX is a standard for desktop computer power supplies. They are very common, low cost, and fit all
our power requirements.
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5.3 Input Button Block Diagram
r_home_button

+3.3v

r_end_of_line_button

Input Buttons

z_home_button
z_end_of_line_button

Figure 5.6.1 – Input Button FBD

5.3.1 Input Button Interface Definition
Name

Type of Signal

Signal Purpose

+3.3

3.3V DC

The power supply voltage

ground

0V

The power supply ground

power_button

120VAC Switch

r_home_button

digital 0V to +3.3V

If the printer pushes this button, the microcontroller
halts the movement in that direction. Also used for
going home.

r_end_of_line_button

digital 0V to +3.3V

If the printer pushes this button, the microcontroller
halts the movement in that direction.

z_home_button

digital 0V to +3.3V

z_end_of_line_button

digital 0V to +3.3V

Hard power off switch.

If the printer pushes this button, the microcontroller
halts the movement in that direction. Also used for
going home.
If the printer pushes this button, the microcontroller
halts the movement in that direction.

Figure 5.6.1.1 – Input Buttons Interface Table
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5.3.2 Input Button Operation

Figure 5.6.2.1 – Input Buttons Schematic
The printer has four pushbuttons on the exterior of the case. These include the hold, cancel, reset, and
an extra button. There is also a switch to tell if the enclosure door is open. Each of these is an active
low input to the microcontroller.
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5.4 Stepper Motor Controller Block Diagram
+3.3v

motor_out_1

+5v

motor_out_2

+12v
motor_out_3
motor_out_4

Motor
Controller

enable_n
half_step_enable_n
step_n
cw/ccw_n

Figure 5.8.1 – Stepper Motor Controller FBD

5.4.1 Motor Controller Interface Definition
Name

Type of Signal

+12

12V DC

The power supply voltage

+5

5V DC

The power supply voltage

+3.3

3.3V DC

The power supply voltage

ground

0V

motor_out_#_(Motor)

digital 0V 12V

enable_motor(motor)

digital 0v to 3.3V

Step_(motor)

digital 0v to +3.3V

cw/ccw_(motor)

digital 0v to +3.3V

half_step_enable_(motor)

Signal Purpose

The power supply ground
The Lines that go to the motor for control (4 for each
motor)
When zero puts the stepper motor into a neutral
state( can be physically pushed to any location)
a clock edge that tells the stepper motor controller
to step
either high or low telling the motor controller which
direction to move
either high or low telling the motor controller to half
step or full step.

digital 0v to +3.3V

Figure 5.8.1.1 - Stepper Motor Controller Interface Table
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5.4.2 Motor Controller Operation
Uni-Polar Stepper Motor Controller

12V
5V

10k
10k

BZW04-48

10k

motor_out_1

16

15

1

motor_out_2

14

13

12

11

3

4

5

6

ULN2075B

2

10

To pin16 of
one of the
L297 chips

Vref output
For all
controllers
3.3nF

9

7

8

BZW04-48

motor_out_3
BZW04-48

motor_out_4
BZW04-48

Sync

motor_out_6

Enable

motor_out_5
470uF

100nF

CW/CCW

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

20

19

18

17

16

15

14

13

12

11

L297

CLOCK
Half/Full

NOTE: One controller must have the small
above circuit attached to pin16. Then that
controllers sync pin must attach to all the
other controllers sync pins and they don’t
need the added circuit.

100nF

Vref

Figure 5.8.2.1 – Uni-Polar Stepper Motor Controller Schematic
12V

Bi-Polar Stepper Motor Controller

5V

16

motor_out_1

1

15

14

13

12

11

3

4

5

6

2

L298

10
7

9
8

motor_out_2
motor_out_3

100nF

470uF

motor_out_4
1N5406

Enable
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

20

19

18

17

16

15

14

13

12

11

L297

CW/CCW
CLOCK

10k

Half/Full
Vref
3.3nF

100nF

0.5ohm

0.5ohm

Figure 5.8.2.1 – Bi-Polar Stepper Motor Controller Schematic
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The motor controller is composed of a controller logic chip (L297) and a power driver chip
(ULN2075B for Uni-Polar, L298 for Bi-Polar). The controller takes simple inputs from the
microcontroller and generates the complex signals required to control the stepper motor movement.
The controller outputs signals that can directly run a stepper motor, but they are not high enough
power for the motors we are using. The power driver chip takes these control signals and allows
higher current motors to be used. Reverse voltage protection diodes are on the final motor outputs to
prevent damage from voltage spikes caused by noisy motor coils.
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5.5 Stepper Motor Block Diagram
Bi-Polar Stepper Motor

motor_out_1
motor_out_2
motor_out_3
motor_out_4

Uni-Polar Stepper Motor

motor_out_1
motor_out_5
motor_out_2
motor_out_3
motor_out_6
motor_out_4

5.5.1 Stepper Motor Interface Definition
Name

Type of Signal

Signal Purpose

(Motor)_motor_out_#

Digital 0V 12V

The Lines that go to the motor for control (4 for each
motor)

5.5.2 Stepper Motor Operation
Stepper motors are high turn accuracy motors that we are using to control our printing position and
material output. They have four control lines and are driven by the stepper motor controller boards.

5.6 Status LED Block Diagram
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Figure 5.5.1 – Status LED FBD

5.6.1 Status LED Interface Definition
Name

Type of Signal

+5
ground
nozzle_push_enabled
nozzle_pull_enabled
blue_power_lights

5V DC
0V
digital 0V to +3.3V
digital 0V to +3.3V
5V DC

Signal Purpose
The power supply voltage
The power supply ground
active high printing LED
active high printing LED
LEDs always on if printer is on.

Figure 5.5.1.1 – Status LED Interface Table

5.6.2 Status LED Operation

push_led_enable

pull_led_enable

Figure 5.5.2.1 – Status LED Schematic
The printer has 14 power on LED’s they illuminate the acrylic when the power is turned on. Along
with the power LEDs, there will be a LED that tells when the nozzle motor is pushing RTV out and
another LED that shows when the nozzle motor is pulling back.
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6

System Software Specification

Software is to be developed in two complementary components. The Computer Science team will be
producing software will parse the 3D CAD file into a list of equal sized blocks arranged on a
cylindrical coordinate system, which is analogous to a computer hard drive track and sector system.
The Electrical and Computer Engineering team will be producing software for the PC side interface,
the USB communication, and the microcontroller. The microcontroller must be able to take a sector
number and parse it to a physical location on the printing surface.

6.1 Microcontroller Software Specification
Operation of the microcontroller software is described in the following sections.

6.1.1 Sector Parsing
The Microcontroller must be able to covert a given sector number into a physical location. There will
be an array on the microcontroller side that is indexed by the track number contains the steps per
sector, and the starting sector for that track. That array is calculated in the spreadsheet figure 6.1.1.1.
Track
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13 - 14
15
16-17
18 - 20
21 - 23
24 - 28
29 - 35
36 - 47
48 - 64

# of sectors /
track
7
13
19
26
32
39
45
52
60
64
75
81
90
100
112
128
150
180
225
300
450

#steps / sector
128
69
47
34
28
23
20
17
15
14
12
11
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2

physical sector
size
0.0898
0.0967
0.0992
0.0967
0.0977
0.0967
0.0942
0.0967
0.0942
0.0982
0.0922
0.0931
0.0908 - 0.0977
0.0942
0.0896 - 0.0954
0.0884 - 0.0982
0.0880 - 0.0963
0.0838 - 0.0977
0.0810 - 0.0977
0.0754 - 0.0984
0.0670 - 0.0894

Figure 6.1.1.1 – Track Information Table
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sector number
range
1-7
8 - 20
21 - 39
40 - 65
66 - 97
98 - 136
137 - 181
182 - 233
234 - 293
294 - 357
358 - 432
433 - 513
514 - 693
694 - 793
794 - 1017
1018 - 1401
1402 - 1851
1852 - 2751
2752 - 4326
4327 - 7926
7927 - 15576
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6.1.2 Instruction Queues
The main loop will process events from two different instruction queues. All instructions and data will
be encoded in 16 bit instructions. Each item on the queue will consist of an instruction code and some
data. The instruction code will enable the microcontroller to put the instruction into the correct queue.
The queue used to handle each event will be based on the event type. High priority events such as
hold, cancel or the door opening will be handled immediately. Lower priority events such as sensor
readings and feedback messages to be sent to the PC will be placed on the low priority queue and
handled after completion of all high priority events and between motor steps. Motor control events
such as moving the extrusion nozzle to a position and distributing print material will be placed on a
third queue for motor control instructions and handled when the other queue is empty and the motors
are not moving. The speed the motors will be stepped will be in hertz, this will be accomplished by
utilizing a timer on the microcontroller.

6.1.3 Instructions
Instructions will be created when an instruction is sent from the PC which is then placed on one of the
two instruction queues. Each instruction will contain an instruction identifier and data parameters. The
following is a list of the instructions that can be handled on an instruction queue.

Instruction Name
pause_inst

Hex Representation
0x8001

cancel_inst

0x8002

reset_inst

0x8003

new_level_command

0x800D

set_speed

Description
When this instruction is
processed the printing process is
halted. Previous operation is
resumed when the hold event is
issued if printer is in the hold
state.
When this instruction is
processed the printing process is
aborted.
When this instruction is
processed the machine returns to
home position and reinitializes
all peripherals.
When we are told to go to the
next level we move the Z motor
down.
Sets the speed of the motor
movement in steps per second.s
Sets the number of steps the
nozzle pushes to print a sector.
Sets the number of steps the
nozzle pulls after a track change.

1011 speed

set_nozzel_push

1010 steps

set_nozzel_pull

100110

steps
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set_z_steps_per_level
print_sector
move_to_sector
move_r_steps_forward

move_r_steps_backward

move_t_steps_forward

move_t_steps_backward

move_z_steps_forward

move_z_steps_backward

move_n_steps_forward

move_n_steps_backward

100101 steps
00 sector

Moves to and prints the given
sector
Moves to sector does not print
01 sector
When this instruction is
11 00 1 steps
processed the motors will move
the appropriate steps.
When this instruction is
11 00 0 steps
processed the motors will move
the appropriate steps.
When this instruction is
11 01 1 steps
processed the motors will move
the appropriate steps.
When this instruction is
11 01 0 steps
processed the motors will move
the appropriate steps.
When this instruction is
11 10 1 steps
processed the motors will move
the appropriate steps.
When this instruction is
11 10 0 steps
processed the motors will move
the appropriate steps.
When this instruction is
11 11 1 steps
processed the motors will move
the appropriate steps.
When this instruction is
11 11 0 steps
processed the motors will move
the appropriate steps.
Figure 6.1.3.1 – Printer Instruction Set

Handler Name
handle_motor_instruction()

Instruction Handler Description
Handles sector instruction by stepping motors to the correct
coordinate position
handle_low_priority_instruction() Handles the low priority instructions.
get_usb_command()
Gets the 16 bit command from the FIFO
Interpret_raw_command()
Puts the 16 bit command into the correct queue
Figure 6.1.3.2 – Instruction Handlers

6.1.4 Events
Events are raised by external inputs such as data being received from a PC through USB as well as
internal operations such as data being successfully sent or the expiration of a microcontroller timer.
These events can result in an instruction being placed on an appropriate queue or the modification of
status data. Events are defined in
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Event Type
timer_min_step_time

usb_data_ready

button_pressed

Event Description
Expiration of the timer indicates that the minimum motor
step time has expired and sets the flag step_ready to true,
this is used to keep motors from being stepped faster than
the maximum step rate
Indicates that data is waiting in the USB receive buffer to
be processed and causes data to be read from buffer,
interpreted and an instruction to be placed on the
appropriate queue
Indicates that a button input has been read and causes the
microcontroller to determine the input souce and place an
instruction on the appropriate queue
Figure 6.1.4.1 – Event Descriptions

6.1.4 Function and Data Definition
Some status data is stored to indicate information including current device state and motor positions
and is described in Figure 6.1.5.1.
Data Name
device_status

Data Description
A status indicator for the device which has the following defined
states:
Waiting – Printer is currently not printing and is waiting for external
input
Moving – Printer is currently Moving to a given sector
Printing – Printer is currently in the process of printing an object
Holding – Printer was paused by user input while in the process of
printing an object and can be resumed
Error – An error has occurred, a message code is being displayed on
the message LEDs and printer is awaiting user input
motors_ready
A boolean value indicating if the printer is ready to process another
instruction from the motor control queue
true if printer is ready for the next motor control queue instruction
false if printer is not ready for the next motor control queue instruction
current_position An integer value for each motor indicating the current position of each
motor (r, theta, z, nozzle), based on a count of the steps taken away
from home position
Figure 6.1.5.1 – Status Data
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Priority Queue
low_priority_queue

Description
Instruction queue for lower priority events
such as reading sensors and sending
feedback to PC
Instruction queue for motor controls and
extrusion nozzle dispense
Figure 6.1.5.2 – Priority Queue

motor_control_queue

Each priority queue described in Figure 6.1.5.2 will have the standard queue access functions defined
in Figure 6.1.5.3.
Access Function Name
count()
size()
put()

get()

Access Function Description
Returns current number of instructions in queue
Returns capacity of queue
Add new instruction to end of queue
return 0 on success
return -1 on fail
Get next instruction from queue
pointer passed through parameters
return 0 on success
return -1 on fail
Figure 6.1.5.3

6.1.6 Pseudocode for Important Routines
main()
{
initialization
initialize peripherals
if printer status is OK
then check motor positions and return to home
else display error message AND wait
main loop
process instructions from instruction queue
if high priority queue is not empty
then process next high priority instruction
else
if low priority queue is not empty
then process next low priority instruction
if motor control queue is not empty
then process next motor control instruction
}
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handle_motor_instruction()
{
if waiting for command AND motor queue is not empty
if state is waiting for command
then interpret type of motor command
if the interpreted type is single motor command
then set the remaining steps for the right motor and return
else if it is a new level
then set the z steps remaining and return
else move to start of sector and change state to moving
else if state is moving
then if the motors are done moving
if the command is a move and don’t print
then set state to waiting and remove command from the queue
else
then set the nozzle print and set the state to printing
else if state is printing
then if motors are done moving
then set state to waiting and remove the command from the queue
return
else
return
}
Timer overflow interrupt
{
if paused
return
if z needs to move forward
then step forward and reduce z steps remaining
else if z needs to move backward
then step backward and reduce z steps remaining
else if r needs to move forward
then step forward and reduce r steps remaining
else if r needs to move backward
then step backward and reduce r steps remaining
else
if t needs to move forward
then step forward and reduce t steps remaining
else if t needs to move backward
then step backward and reduce t steps remaining
if n needs to move forward
then step forward and reduce n steps remaining
else if n needs to move backward
then step backward and reduce n steps remaining
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set the value in the counter so it overflows at the correct rate
return
}
get_track ( sector)
{
while (sector >= the start sector for that track)
Then increment the track
return the track - 1
}
get_step_start_of_sector (sector)
{
get the track of the sector
return sector – start sector for that track
}
move_to_start_of_sector (sector)
{
Set the r steps to the tracks location – the current location
if get_steps_start_of_sector returns less than negative half of circle
then set t steps to be steps for a circle + the return value of get_start_of_sector
else if get_steps_start_of_sector returns more than half of circle
then set t steps to be the return value of get_start_of_sector - steps for a circle
else
then set t steps to be the return value of get_start_of_sector
}
go_home
{
while r_home_button is not pressed
then set r steps to -1
set r steps to move exactly from button to the middle
while z_home_button is not pressed
then set z steps to -1
set z steps to move off of button
while motors are moving
then do nothing
set current locations to 0
}
interpret_raw_command (command)
{
swich statement of command
case any high priority instruction
then handle now
case any low priority instruction
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then put on instruction queue
case any motor instruction
then put on the motor queue
}
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6.2 PC Software Overview
PC software for the Rototyper consists of two main components, STL Viewer and the Rototyper
Control GUI. STL Viewer is used to import CAD and 3D modeling files stored in the STL file format
and prepare them to be printed by scaling, translating and rotating the object in a 3D environment that
contains the printing platform. When the correct print layout has been set up, STL Viewer scans each
layer of the object and produces coded instructions detailing what sectors on the printing platform
need to be deposited for each layer. For detailed information on STL Viewer, please see the software
document prepared by Computer Science team.
The Rototyper Control GUI is an application written in C# used to communicate with the Rototyper.
An open source version of a USB library supplied with the microcontroller is used to establish up two
way communication through a virtual COM port on the PC. Control instructions are built into the
same format as described in the microcontroller software specification and sent using little-endian byte
order over USB where they will be placed in an instruction queue and handled by the microcontroller.

7

Mechanical Specification

See document prepared by Mechanical Engineering team.

8

Testing
1. Electrical Hardware Functionality
a. Power LED turns on/off when device is powered up/down
b. Message LEDs turn on and off by uC control
c. All motors step in both directions in full and half steps by uC control
d. All button inputs are read correctly by uC
e. IR LEDs are on
f. IR transistors detect IR LEDs and are correctly read by uC
g. Heat/UV Lamp turns on and off by uC control
h. Force sensor input read correctly by uC
2. Communicates successfully with PC
a. Packets are successfully exchanged between PC and uC based on defined
communication protocol.
3. Nozzle, r, theta and z-axis motors capable of moving through full range of motion
a. Motor control commands are received and successfully executed by uC resulting in
each of the motors moving through the full range of their motion in full and half step
mode.
i. Nozzle, r and z-axis motors moves through full range of positions, forward and
reverse in both step modes
ii. Theta motor moves platform through two full rotations in both directions in
both step modes
4. Hold, cancel, reset and open_door buttons function correctly
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a. Pressing the hold button while printer is operating stops all functions and sends a hold
event message to the PC. Previous operation is resumed when the hold button is
pressed a second time if printer is in the hold state.
b. Pressing the cancel button while printer is operating stops all functions and send a
cancel event message to the PC.
c. Pressing the reset button will stop the current operation, send a restart button event
message to the PC and perform a restart of the printer
d. Opening the door immediately stops all functions and sends a hold event message to the
PC. Previous operation is resumed when the door is closed, if status is OK.
5. Printer correctly detects device status
a. Stalled motor is detected and produces appropriate stalled motor event
b. Nozzle clog is detected and produces a clogged nozzle event
6. LED codes are produced correctly when conditions are met
a. No LEDs are on during normal operation
b. door_open code displayed when door is open
c. nozzle_clog code displayed if force sensor force threshold is reached
d. nozzle_motor_error code displayed if nozzle motor does not step correctly
e. r_motor_error code displayed if r-motor does not step correctly
f. theta_motor_error code displayed if theta-motor does not step correctly
g. z_motor_error code displayed if z-motor does not step correctly
7. Home position status is detected and accurate
a. IR transistors detect when home position is reached and successfully inform uC of
position status
8. Nozzle, r, theta and z-axis control and monitoring is accurate
a. Position motor steps are controlled and monitored correctly by uC and sets of desired
three dimensional coordinates can be precisely reached
b. Extrusion nozzle is controlled and the force applied is monitored and reported correctly
by the uC and material can be extruded successfully
9. Printer produces objects to the specified resolution of 0.1” and within the specified average
time frame of 6 hours
a. Print basic 2-D shape – circle
b. Print basic 2-D shape – square
c. Print basic 3-D shape – solid cylinder
d. Print basic 3-D shape – solid cube
e. Print complex 3-D shape – Castle
f. Print complex 3-D shape – 3D Rototyper Logo
10. Printer meets target feature set
a. Cost of final device less than $600
b. Dimensions within 40” x 40” x 40”
c. Average print time is within 6 hours
d. Capable of printing objects up to 9.0” x 9.0” x 9.0”
e. Capable of printing hollow objects
f. Print resolution of 10dpi
g. Accepts STL format CAD files
h. Software automatically rotates and scales object
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GUIDELINES
FINAL PROJECT REPORT
GRADERS:
The Final Project Report is collaboratively written (one per group) and consists of seven chapters.
x The first chapter consists of a description of the project.
x The second chapter describes existing designs & devices meeting similar requirements.
x The third chapter discusses the various designs the group considered for their project
x The fourth chapter is the complete paper design.
x The fifth chapter describes fabrication of the prototype / proof of concept.
x The sixth chapter describes testing of the prototype / proof of concept.
x The seventh chapter is an overall project summary which describes and reflects on the group’s
experience with the project, including any lessons learned from project management and technical
perspectives. Also in this chapter is a complete final budget of the project.
A grading rubric is provided with the report. The rubric is based on nine categories as listed on the far left.
Assign a score of from 1 to 3 (1 worst, 3 best) to each category in the space provided. Arranged horizontally
are detailed descriptions of what constitutes score of 1, 2, and 3. Assign intermediate scores (e.g. 2.5) as
appropriate.
It is not necessary for you to extensively “mark-up” the report. Including comments in the text of the document
is at your discretion, add brief comments as you feel necessary to support scores you have given. Line-by-line
editing is neither required nor desired. Students are referred to the Writing Center for detailed help with writing
issues.
Please return the graded reports by Friday March 23th to:

John Parmigiani, 102 Dearborn Hall

STUDENTS:
The report is due Monday, March 19 (Monday of finals week) by 4:45 pm in 102DB. One complete hard
copy to the course instructor, one to the faculty advisor, and one to the sponsor mentor (if I am your faculty
advisor, give me two copies). Include color printing as appropriate with each copy.
It is your responsibility to include the following with each copy of your report:
1. This document (available on Blackboard), including guidelines and grading rubric
2. A copy of the graded rubric from the Final Design Proposal (last report of ME418)
3. Clearly indicate lead editors as follows:
a. Lead editor #1: Fabrication section
b. Lead editor #2: Testing section
c. Lead editor #3: everything else (revising all other sections based on previous comments)
4. Follow the template exactly
a. Copy & paste additional headings as necessary (if you have more than the listed number of
existing designs and devices, for example)
b. Update the table of contents by control-clicking to the left of the table of contents and selecting
“update field”.
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SCORE: ____
Citing Sources
(5%)
SCORE: ____

SCORE: ____
Conventions
(10%)

SCORE: ____
Organization
(15%)

Project description,
Existing designs &
devices, and
Possible designs.
Chapters 1,2, and 3
(10%)
SCORE: ____
Design Selected
Chapter 4
(10 %)
SCORE: ____
Fabrication
Chapter 5
(15%)
SCORE: ____
Testing
Chapter 6
(15%)
SCORE: ____
Project Summary
Chapter 7
(5%)
SCORE: ____
Clarity and
conciseness
(15%)

Criteria
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Engineering analysis supports all but minor
specifications. Design requirements appear to be
met, but not always explained. Part drawings and
bill of materials exist, but exclude minor items.
Construction issues and design changes made are
described, but engineering analysis & part
drawings to support changes may be lacking in
some cases.
Design requirements are tested independently and
scientifically. If a test is failed, a technical
argument given why success was expected. Some
discussion of necessary redesign is included.
A fairly complete description / reflection. May be
missing relevant examples or some aspects
missing (no discussion of group interaction, for
example). A complete final budget.
Text occasionally lacks clarity, conciseness,
and/or focus, but main ideas are identifiable.
Some of the supporting details and references are
limited, irrelevant, or overly general.
Writing may be wordy and repetitive at times.
The order or relationship among ideas may be
unclear and hard to follow. The introduction
and/or conclusion are weak or underdeveloped.
Some transitions are stilted and formulaic. Details
do not always fit where placed.
Writing demonstrates moderate control of
standard writing conventions (punctuation,
spelling, capitalization, grammar). Significant
errors occur infrequently. Minor errors, while
noticeable, do not impede readability.
All significant claims are referenced, minor points
may be missing. Reference format is adequate,
but may not be not consistent.

Final design supported by thorough engineering
analysis. How all design requirements are met is
clearly indicated. Complete part drawings and
bill of materials. A complete paper design.
Description of construction issues encountered,
design changes made, etc. Includes part drawings
and engineering analysis to support and describe
all design changes made before and after testing.
Each design requirement tested independently and
scientifically. If a test is failed, a technical
argument given why success was expected. A
detailed plan for necessary redesign is included
A description / reflection on the project including
group interaction, technical knowledge gained,
mistakes made, etc. Includes specific examples.
A complete final budget is included.
Text is exceptionally clear, concise, and focused;
main ideas stand out, and supporting details and
references are effective and relevant. Writing is
straightforward and free of “padding, ” with no
unnecessary repetition of information.
Effective sequencing and paragraph breaks.
Writing easy is to follow. A strong introduction
and conclusion provides. Writing includes
smooth, effective transitions among sentences,
paragraphs, and ideas. Details fit where placed.
Writing demonstrates excellent control of
standard writing conventions (punctuation,
spelling, capitalization, grammar) and uses them
effectively to enhance communication. Errors are
so few and minor.
All borrowed material acknowledged with
specific in-text documentation. Bibliography lists
all sources cited. References & bibliography
adhere to [ASME] guidelines.

Cited sources may consist of only web sites ,
significant claims in the text are not referenced

Little or no supporting engineering analysis.
Unclear how design requirements are met, part
drawings are incomplete, insufficient information
to build prototype.
Incomplete description of construction issues and
design changes. Those described may lack any
supporting technical rational. Few, if any, part
drawings are included to indicate changes made
Requirements not evaluated scientifically. Some
requirements may not be tested, others are tested
but not independently. No discussion of
necessary redesign is included.
A vague description of the group’s experience
with the project. No real insight or specific
examples presented, just a re-write of material
already in report.
Text consistently lacks clarity, conciseness,
and/or focus; main ideas must be identified by
inference. Supporting details and references are
largely absent or ineffective. Writing is
excessively wordy and repetitive.
Lacking effective sequencing, paragraph breaks,
and coherence. An identifiable introduction
and/or conclusion not provided. Transitions
between sentences, paragraphs, and ideas missing.
Placement of details is ineffective.
Writing demonstrates limited control of standard
writing conventions (e.g., punctuation, spelling,
capitalization, grammar and usage). Errors
impede the text’s readability.

Project description missing only minor points,
includes all significant requirements. The most
relevant designs / devices are discussed, but a few
less obvious are missing. The new designs
considered are fairly obvious. Feasibility analysis
indicates only one or two designs are feasible.

Complete project description. All design
requirements listed, fully defining the project.
Existing designs / devices meeting similar
requirements described and cited. New, creative
design solutions analyzed for feasibility. Several
are found to be feasible.

Unsatisfactory (1 point)
Project description incomplete, little evidence of
understanding. Design requirements are vague
and incomplete. Descriptions of significant
existing designs / devices missing. No evidence of
creativity. Few new designs are presented.and it’s
obvious that only one (or none) is feasible.

LEVELS OF ACHIEVEMENT
Competent (2 points)

Sophisticated (3 points)

EVALUATION RUBRIC FOR FINAL PROJECT REPORT
Please complete and return to J. Parmigiani by Friday, March 23rd
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DISCLAIMER
This report was prepared by students as part of a college course requirement. While considerable effort has
been put into the project, it is not the work of a licensed engineer and has not undergone the extensive
verification that is common in the profession. The information, data, conclusions, and content of this report
should not be relied on or utilized without thorough, independent testing and verification. University faculty
members may have been associated with this project as advisors, sponsors, or course instructors, but as such
they are not responsible for the accuracy of results or conclusions.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The drive to reduce cycle time in product
development has created a need for design houses to
rapidly create prototypes of their models for
customer visualization. Many companies have
recently developed machines and processes capable
of rapid prototyping from CAD models but none
have produced an affordable solution for end users
on a limited budget. The goal of this project is to
create a rapid prototyping solution that is
comparable in quality to commercial models at a
price point (less than $1000) attractive to home
users. This project is a joint venture with the
mechanical engineering, electrical engineering and
computer science departments at Oregon State
University with sponsorship by Don Heer and
TekBots.
The design group has produced a novel
solution to this problem in the device pictured at
right. Using a linear actuator driven syringe system
supplied with fast drying RTV (Dow Corning 3165)
Fig 1: Mark I ‘Rototyper’ final assembly
and a unique “lazy susan” rotary platform
mechanism the prototype was able to achieve
necessary accuracy with a cost less than $1000. The rotary drive mechanism allows the prototype to take
advantage of I/O scheduling similar to hard drive movement which should reduce the distance traveled by the
print head and subsequently overall print time. Additionally, decoupling the R (radial) and Theta (rotational)
axes allows for simplified mechanical design and fabrication. Most commercial solutions use an X-Y
movement system that requires the machine to move one axis with another axis – this complicates the motion of
the print head. There are no current designs on the market that use a similar approach for moving the printhead. Z-axis movement is achieved through a cantilevered platform run by a ball screw similar to the R-axis.
This allows for high positional accuracy and the ability to support high loadings.
The Rototyper concept has successfully achieved nearly all of the mechanical design requirements
required by the sponsor. Testing has proven that the R and Z axes can produce movement of 0.001 in and
0.054 in on the Theta axis, this satisfies the minimum dimension requirement of 0.1 inches. The prototype was
manufactured within the overall size requirements with L+W+H = 54 in as specified by the sponsor. Print
speed was confirmed to meet requirements with R-axis movement > 0.5 in/s and complete Theta rotation in 3.5
seconds, well within the 9 second requirement. For the safety of the end user the prototype was enclosed with
polycarbonate doors and has an emergency stop switch mounted which halts the motors. Unfortunately, due to
redesign of the Z-axis (replaced acme thread and nut with ball screw) and selection of heavier stock (3/8 in
acrylic) the prototype lost approximately 1.25 inches of travel in the Z-direction and was unable to achieve the
9x9x9 print size requirement. Additionally, though not stipulated as a design requirement, the prototype was
manufactured primarily using a drill press and band saw in order to simulate what a home user would
experience producing a Rototyper.
Significant mechanical design having been completed, the project will now move into the software
development stage. The computer science team will create a software solution that can take advantage of the
Rototyper’s unique design convert CAD models into cylindrical coordinate printing instructions. The
mechanical engineering team will continue to support the project through the spring with some design
refinements and repairs. The device should be capable of producing simple 3-d objects by the spring term
engineering exposition.
ME 419 Senior Project - Final Report - 3D Printer
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1. PROJECT DESCRIPTION
1.1. Background
In the continuing effort to reduce time spent in the product development cycle many industries have
realized the benefits of rapid prototyping. Within a few hours a design engineer can turn a computer
model into an actual 3D object that the customer can examine. This rapid response prototyping process
accelerates product development cycle times, allowing quick iterative design changes to be implemented
concurrently with product development. Until recently, prototyping was a slow, expensive process
requiring specialized equipment. Today’s rapid prototyping machines can produce models quickly and
inexpensively, however the machines cost remains out of reach for many potential customers including
small business and academia.
The objective of this group is to produce a 3D printing device that can replicate a computer model. It is
the goal of this group to produce an open source rapid prototyper that can be produced for low cost but
still hold critical dimensions in the model.

1.2. Design Requirements
1.2.1. Description of Requirements
The prototype must be able to create both hollow and solid models from standard drawing formats
found in CAD packages. It will be able to print objects up to 9 inches in any dimension. Minimum
resolution of the printed parts must be less than 0.1” and the build speed must be such that a part can
be completed in an average of 6 hours. Cost of the 3D printer, when the design has been finalized
should be in the $1000 range; this is significantly lower than most commercial solutions [4].

1.2.2. List of Requirements
1. Material selection needs to be strong enough to support own weight - no filler material can be
used (objects would not be hollow).
2. Mechanical motion must allow for a cube 9" on a side to be represented.
3. Overall size requirement: L+W+H < 54in.
4. Orient 3-d object to optimize space.
5. Fully enclosed. Emergency switch mounted to stop motors.
6. Motor motion must produce less than .1" of motion in each axis.
7. Device must be able to place one pixel at least every second.
8. Overall cost of initial prototype < $1000.
9. Software must accept standard .dwg formats.
10. Team must demonstrate to sponsors satisfaction durability of a rod made from the material
device will lay down.
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1.2.3. Customer and Engineering Requirement Comparison

Sum of L,W,H < 54 in

Print material selection

X, Y, Z movement up to 10 in

Software auto orients object

Understands .dxf and .dwg files

Interlocked movement w/ EMO

Minimal custom parts

Stepper motor accuracy











Material supports own weight

< 10 custom parts



Capable of stepping < 0.01 in

8
7
6
2
5
9
10
1
3
4

> 0.5 in/s r-axis, > 6.7 rpm -axis

Customer Requirements

relative importance
Print hollow objects
Print up to 9x9x9
0.1" Tolerance
6 hr ave. build
Accepts std. dwg. Files
< $1000
Safe to operate
Compact
Autoscale objects
Part durability

Print head speed

Engineering Requirements

Targets
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1.2.4. Ranking the Customer Requirements

CR

Rank

Rationale

Safe to operate

10

Our highest priority is the safety of the user, it is unacceptable to have shoddy
workmanship endanger the end user

< $1000

9

Cost is a driving factor in our design, budget is extremely tight and we need to
ensure we use the most economical options

Print hollow objects

8

This requirement significantly influenced machine design and eliminated
several methods of prototyping, including: lamination, milling

Print up to 9x9x9

7

This requirement will influence the size of the project including motor
selection and materials used

0.1" Tolerance

6

Tolerance requirements are more relaxed than commercial method but still
demand significant attention and will influence our extrusion head design

Accepts std. dwg. Files

5

The project software must recognize at least one standard drawing file, like
.DXF

Part durability

4

The final project solution will likely be an RTV deposition which is not as
durable as ABS methods but should hold overall shape well

Autoscale objects

3

Software needs to autoscale 3-d models to fit on the substrate

6 hr ave. build

2

This requirement is somewhat flexible and will depend on size and dry time of
the layers

Compact

1

Overall requirements of 54" in length, width and height max should be well
within reach and not affect overall design
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2. EXISTING DESIGNS AND DEVICES
2.1. SLS (Selective Laser Sintering) Devices
A unique process, selective laser sintering (SLS), has the advantage of making parts out of their final
material. The machine rolls a thin layer of polymer or other powder over a piston that indexes in the Zdirection. A computer controlled sintering CO2 laser then traces the pattern for the layer into the
powder, fusing it together. The piston then indexes in the negative Z direction and another layer of
powder is rolled over the printed object and the process is repeated [6].
SLS systems are mechanically complicated and require laser and optical systems but produce quality
prototypes [7].

2.2. SLA (Stereo-lithography) Devices
The stereo-lithography process is the most widely used rapid prototyping technology. Like SLS
systems, a laser traces the pattern for a particular layer of the part. However, instead of melting plastic
powders, the SLA laser activates a liquid photopolymer. The photopolymer hardens when the laser
passes over it and the Z-axis indexes the part into a vat of liquid photopolymer so another layer can be
built right on top of the first [7].
SLA systems are generally regarded as the best method to quickly produce a prototype with high
accuracy and finish properties [5]. The tools are extremely expensive, however, and require specialized
building materials (photopolymers) and complicated laser optics.

2.3. FDM (Fused Deposition Modeling) Systems
The second most widely used technology; FDM systems build models out of an ABS thermoplastic.
The FDM print head is fed by a string of thermoplastic that is heated to near melting and forced through
an extrusion nozzle. The machine is capable of moving the nozzle in the X and Y directions as well as
indexing the Z axis stage. The print head moves over the stage to deposit a layer of plastic in the
prescribed pattern. Deposited plastic adheres to the layer below it and hardens quickly. The machine
can also print breakaway support structures where necessary to hold the object during deposition [1].
FDM systems are good for producing small prototypes in an office setting. It is a front-running
candidate for this project as it is significantly less complicated than the laser activated methods
described above. The process provides a good blend of accuracy, speed and finish at a reasonable cost
[1].
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2.4. Inkjet devices
2.4.1. Thermal phase change inkjet systems
Thermal phase change inkjet systems produce parts in several different ways using inkjet heads to
deposit the modeling material in thin layers. In the Solidscape system, the inkjet head deposits a plastic
model material and a wax support. The material cools and hardens instantly on contact with the stage
and milling heads planarize the deposited layer providing excellent resolution [2].
2.4.2. Photopolymer phase change inkjets
Photopolymer phase change devices are new and promising devices that produce high resolution parts
and may challenge SLA systems for market share in the future. The inkjet head deposits a layer of
photopolymer and support material and cures it using a UV flood lamp mounted on the print head [2].
This method provides quality resolution and finish specifications like SLA but is several times cheaper
and less complicated since it doesn’t require a laser.
2.4.3. 3 Dimensional printing
This type of inkjet modeling system uses a powdered substrate like an SLS system. Instead of laser
sintering the powder together, however, the inkjet head shoots a liquid adhesive into the powder to form
a layer of the model. The piston holding the modeled part then indexes in the Z, another layer of powder
is rolled over the top of the part being modeled and the process is repeated [5].
The inherent problem with all inkjet methods described above is the lack of material selection and
fragility of the printed parts. Additionally the design team from last year was unable to obtain the
proprietary software necessary to control the inkjet heads which makes this technology difficult to
replicate.

2.5. 3D CNC milling
A CNC milling head could be set up with 3 axis control and programmed to mill shapes from blocks of
any material (Al, plastic, steel, etc). This solution would be fairly straightforward mechanically but may
not fully meet our customer requirements for hollow parts.
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[5] Stratasys

BST 768

[4] Dimension

3-D

[3] InVision SR

“GODZILLA”

[2] RepRap

“A.R.N.I.E.”

[2] RepRap

“Da Witch”

[2] RepRap

[1] Z Corp

Printer Name

UV Plastics

X-Y head

X-Y Head, Print bed
moves up and down

.STL

.STL

.STL

$18,900

$15,000

2-5
layers
per min

$68,000

4 in/sec

2-5
layers
per min

~$500

~$500

~$500

$20000

COST
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ABS Plastic in different colors

X-Y Head, Print bed
moves up and down

No parts
made yet

Open source
Art of Illusion
3-D modeling
package (AoI)
.STL

Multi-Jet Modeling (MJM). Thermal
material application,
with UV-curing.
Acrylic plastic

No parts
made yet

Open source
Art of Illusion
3-D modeling
package (AoI)
.STL

X,Y movement.
The printing bed
moves up and down.

This machine prints on the x y plane
and moves the printing surface in the z
direction.

X,Y,Z movement

2 hours
for small
part
(5cm3)

Open source
Art of Illusion
3-D modeling
package (AoI)
.STL

X,Y,Z Movement with
stepper motor
controlled screw
drives

Heated print head used to deposit
molten plastic that hardens when it
cools

Very large scale printer uses milled
poplar wood as structure

2-4
Layers
per min

Speed

Proprietary.
Uses STL,
VRML and
PLY

3-D
Software

Printer head type
movement

Head Control

Spreads powder layers then prints on
them with a hardening compound to
form the object.

Printing Material

2.6. EXISTING DESIGNS AND DEVICES - COMPETITIVE ANALYSIS

9.8”x9.
8”x7.9”

8”x8”x
12”

11.75”
x7.3”x
8”

11”x15
”x35”

No
info

6”x6”x
6”

8”x10”
x8”

Build
Size

600 x 300 x
889

.013 in. per
layer

328 x 328 x
606 DPI

Not measured

Not measured

Not measured

300-600dpi

Resolution

http://www.strat
asys.com/sys_
main.html

http://www.dim
ensionprinting.
com/

http://www.3ds
ystems.com/pr
oducts/multijet/i
nvision/index.a
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http://reprapdo
c.voodoo.co.nz
/bin/view/Main/
WebHome

http://reprapdo
c.voodoo.co.nz
/bin/view/Main/
WebHome

http://reprapdo
c.voodoo.co.nz
/bin/view/Main/
WebHome

http://www.zcor
p.com/whatwed
o.asp

Site
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3. POSSIBLE DESIGNS
3.1.

Print head solutions
3.1.1

ABS material deposition system (FDM)

The FDM system offers several benefits and allows us to
meet our design requirements in full. The design is capable
of producing parts out of a sturdy ABS thermoplastic and
of printing at high speed with a low material cost. The
process is capable of holding fine dimensions, within
0.010” commercially. It is already the basis for an open
source design called “RepRap”, currently in development.
Additionally, the smaller, cheaper and more ubiquitous
rapid prototyping solutions used in industry are usually
FDM devices. It is encouraging that this design has been
successfully reproduced at low cost and is within our
team’s bandwidth for a 6 month senior project.

Screw drive
mechanisms

ABS cylindrical
feedstock.

Heated extrusion
nozzle

The design is a simple extrusion method wherein an ABS
thermoplastic is melted and fed into an extrusion nozzle.
Force is applied to the plastic to extrude it onto the
substrate in thin lines. We are currently investigating 2
possible drive mechanisms for FDM extrusion nozzle
depicted in Figures 1 and 2. Figure 1 shows the plastic
stock, in this case in wire form being driven into the head
of the nozzle by a power screw to be melted and deposited.
Our second concept in Figure 2 involves a piston drive
system that can be used to force a plastic medium (like
small plastic beads as in injection molding processes) into
Fig 2: Screw drive mechanism, stepper turns screw
drives stock into heated extrusion nozzle
the heated extrusion nozzle. The screw drive system has
been proven to work in the “RepRap” prototype but can be
difficult to implement as it damages the plastic wire and can cause binding in the head unit if the nozzle
design is not optimized. Screw drive systems are relatively simple, however, since only rotary motion,
likely from a stepper motor, is needed to move the wire into the heated nozzle. The piston system is
another option and has the benefit of more directly controlling flow from the extrusion nozzle. When
force is applied to the piston liquid plastic will flow from the head. When force is removed the plastic
will not leak out due to the suction created. Additionally we could feed the nozzle through a 1-way
valve when the material becomes depleted. We have not identified a plastic media as yet. The ABS
material would need to have fairly small grain size in order to flow like a liquid under the pressure of the
piston. Added complexity may be introduced to this design if a pressure feedback system is necessary to
regulate the flow.
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Silicone Deposition System (RTV)

Drive piston

ABS material
feedthru

Melted plastic

Fig 3: Piston driven, stepper drives cylinder to
force molten plastic out of nozzle

Another possible deposition system that would satisfy our
customer requirements is a syringe fed silicone deposition
system. This design simplifies the print head significantly –
little more than a syringe with a stepper motor driven plunger
is required. This is the method used by Cornell University in
their Fab@Home project pictured in Figure 3. Material
selection is the only variable that needs defined. The group is
leaning towards a RTV (Room temperature vulcanizing)
silicone paste. This material offers enough mechanical
strength when dry to support the layers of material necessary to
build prototypes in the vertical direction. Additionally, the
viscous nature of RTV silicones eliminates the need for
complicated heating elements in the extrusion nozzle to melt
the plastic filament. Using a deposition head like that pictured
on the left also allows easy material changes, either on
exhaustion of the RTV or possibly mid-print if another material
type or color was desired. Control of the material feedrate is
achieved by a stepper motor that indexes the plunger in the
vertical direction. Stepper motor controllers are already being
implemented for the stage and head movement systems so
adding one more will not severely complicate the system
electronics. A table comparing possible materials is listed on
the following page.

Linear actuator w/
plunger

Syringe filled w/
RTV silicone

Nozzle

Fig 4: Syringe mechanism driven
stepper
ME by
419
Senior
motor, head deposits RTV silicone
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Material

Cure Tack
time free time Advantages

DOW CORNING® 3165
FAST TACK RTV
ADHESIVE SEALANT 24 hr

GE® LVG342A and B

< 5 min
for
T>200C

4 min

Seconds

DOW CORNING® 3-4112
UV Cure Gel
Seconds Seconds

1 part paste with
very fast tack free
time

66

Disadvantages
Normal cure times (24 hrs),
unknown mechanical
properties, may not be strong
enough

2 part mixture (A base and B
catalyst) needs temp to cure
Extremely fast cure quickly
Requires a UV source to cure
and remains very soft post cure
- may not have sufficient
Fastest cure times mechanical strength

3.2 Motion Control Systems
3.2.1. X-Y Drive Systems
3.2.1.1. Rotary Drive Mechanism (“Lazy Susan”)
While brainstorming ideas for moving the print head, we started to realize that motion control
was a bigger problem than we originally thought. The biggest challenge was coming up with a
design that could be built by someone without access to a mill, lathe, or other specialized
equipment. Eventually after eliminating several ideas we stumbled upon a fairly unique solution.
Originally we were trying to come up with an XY movement system, without considering other
possibilities. The concept we finally came up with uses a rotary table or “Lazy Susan” set up
(see figures 4 and 5). The table would be able to move up and down, and spin. This means the
print head only has to move back and forth in one dimension. Parts would be printed using
cylindrical coordinates instead of the usual Cartesian (XYZ). Mechanically this concept is very
e
l
e
g
a
n
t
,
a
l
t
h
o
u
g view of turntable system, plate rotates CW and CCW
Fig 5: Top
Fig 6: Bottom view of turntable system, gear reduction on rotary
with single
table and single axis stepper control of head.
h axis stepper control of print head.
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the people on the software side may not be as enthusiastic. The first obvious advantage to this
design is the rotary motion. We will be using stepper motors to control the platform. Unlike a
Cartesian solution there is no need to convert the rotary motion of the motor into linear motion.
A simple belt, chain, or gear drive can be used to control the disk using off the shelf parts. The
second advantage to this design is speed. We will most likely have the ability to spin the disk
much faster than we can deposit material. The print head will not have to move nearly as far as
in a Cartesian system. To print a circle the print head only has to move to the desired radius and
the disk spins one revolution. To print a square the print head moves back and forth (see Figure
6) a very small amount compared to the
entire perimeter required by a Cartesian
system. Finally, positional accuracy of the
print head will be increased by the gear
reduction achieved during power transfer
from the stepper to the table.
The biggest drawback to this concept will be
on the programming end. Mechanically it
makes things simpler, but it may present
some programming challenges. Models will
have to be converted into cylindrical
coordinates which could be a large obstacle.

Fig 7: Graphical representation of distance moved by print head
with rotary system when printing rectangular objects.

3.2.1.2. X-Y Power Screw Drive
The most obvious solution we came up with for moving the print head was a two axis “XY”
system powered by a screw drive. This system is fairly straightforward and is commonly used.
Systems with this concept are prevalent in many rapid prototyping machines along with
commercial milling machines. An “XY” system would be easy to create the software for and is a
proven design. This is definitely a viable alternative, but we had some concerns with binding
and the ability of the home user to manufacture it.

Fig 8: X-Y screw drive system top and bottom views, stepper motors power screws that move the print head on parallel rails and allow the
system to print in Cartesian form.
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3.2.2. Z-drive systems
3.2.2.1. Scissor jack lift
This design uses the principle of a scissor jack to
lift a mass. The threaded drive bar pulls and
pushes two outside support bars to change the
geometry of the lifting supports (see figure 8). On
the top and bottom plates, one side of the footing
is fixed while the other side is free to slide
horizontally in a pair of guides.
A scissor jack provides a few advantages. First, it
has 4 points of support that move evenly. This
makes the whole platform surface level at any
height allowing for consistent tolerances in
layering. Another benefit of the scissor design is
that complete readymade units can be purchased.
This eliminates machining and fabrication for the
end-user. Finally, the scissor jack achieves all the
pre-design requirements for lift height, tolerances,
and lifting support.

Fig 9: Scissor jack system for raising and lowering the stage in the
Z-direction

Unfortunately, this novel solution has several disadvantages. The lifting profile of the scissor jack is not
linear. For every unit of travel of the drive screw, the scissor jack raises or lowers based on a sinusoidal
lifting profile. This is something that cannot be easily solved mechanically but can be compensated for
in the microcontroller. Another weakness of this design is the movement of the lifting supports. As the
device raises the platform, the legs in the sliders on one side move toward the stationary legs on the
other side. This moves the lifting support to one side of the device. This could potentially unbalance the
platform. The mounting of the motor is an added complexity because the motor would have to be
mounted on the side of the device and be able to lift along with the screw drive to remain in contact with
it. Finally, the major disadvantage of this design is the cost to buy a readymade solution. Laboratory
scissor jacks that have the specifications to meet our pre-design requirements are very expensive. To buy
one from a standard supplier could cost $200-$800 and this is not acceptable considering the overriding
requirement that the 3-d printer have a $600 price tag.

3.2.2.2. Screw Drive Cantilever Platform
A screw driven cantilever platform is simple design that involves a platform supported on one
side on 2 support rods. The platform is cantilevered against these support rods to ensure the platform
surface is level (refer to Figures 4 and 5). A worm drive is used vertically through the platform to raise
and lower it in the Z-direction.
There are several advantages to using a cantilever design. The first benefit is that it is easy to
manufacture, requiring only two holes for the support rods and a tapped hole for the worm drive. Ease
of manufacture is vital for both simplification of design and simplicity of manufacture for the end user.
Also, this design provides even lifting as long as the support bars are large enough to bear the moment
put on them. Cantilever beam platforms are a proven solution for Z-axis motion. It is used by the
ME 419 Senior Project - Final Report - 3D Printer
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Fab@Home 3-D printer and is very successful. This solution satisfies all the pre-design requirements
for our lifting system and is a simple, elegant method.
The only concern with a cantilevered platform is the vertical force from the platform and printed
prototype which creates a bending moment on the support rods. This force could contort the system or
the platform if not properly supported. Additionally, it could inhibit the movement of the platform if it
began to bind. These problems can be overcome with strong supporting bars and proper lubrication or
bearings.
3.2.2.3. 4 Point Screw Drive Lift

A final design for the Z-axis platform movement involves a 4 point
guide rod concept that uses a screw drive lift. This solution
employs 4 guide rods on the corners of the platform as pictured in
figure 9. Underneath the platform there is a screw driven rod that
applies vertical force to the center of the platform.
This design has the advantage of being very simple. It only
requires four holes to be drilled in the platform for the guide rods.
Further the rods would only support axial loading – no bending
moments are introduced.

Fig 10: 4 point Z-axis lifting mechanism.

Unfortunately, the support characteristics of the platform are not
advantageous in this design. All the weight is axially concentrated
on the screw drive. This could cause buckling of the drive rod and
a wobble in the movement of the rod which could compromise the
tolerance of the platform position. Furthermore, there could be a
problem with one of the four corners binding if the platform
became unbalanced. This design does little to save vertical space.
The threaded rod must extend the 9 inches below the bottom of the
guide rods when the platform is at its lowest position
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4. DESIGN SELECTED
Careful consideration of the above options has led the team towards a single overall design for the 3-D
printer project composed of the following elements:
Syringe driven RTV print
head with linear actuator
control (depicted in Fig. 3)

R-axis control using a
screw drive powered by a
stepper motor

“Lazy Suzan” rotary drive
mechanism powered by a
stepper and gear reduced
for accuracy

Cantilevered platform
supported by 2 guide-rods
and threaded for Z-axis
power screw

Z-axis control using a
screw drive powered by a
stepper motor

Fig 11: Final Design Selection

We believe this to be the most cost effective solution to our design problem. Additionally, we
appreciate the novel approach of a rotary platform to control the print stream. To our knowledge this
method has not been implemented and could give our prototype a significant advantage over comparable
open source designs in both speed and design simplicity.
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5. FABRICATION
5.1.

Schedule

Originally manufacturing was scheduled to begin during the first week of the term, but unfortunately this was
delayed. The acrylic stock that the parts were manufactured from did not arrive until the third week of the
term. Fabrication started as soon as the acrylic arrived. It took approximately four and a half weeks to
manufacture and assemble the prototype.

Fig 12: Approximate Manufacturing Schedule

5.2.

Cost vs. Budget

The budget for the project was $1000. It was acceptable to spend up to $1000 on the first prototype, but the
goal was to create a design that would cost the end user approximately $600. The initial prototype cost
$668.66. There were a few parts that were purchased, and then not used due to design changes. The cost of
the parts that were actually used in the prototype was $600.77. After the prototype was completed, several
parts were identified that could potentially be purchased from another source or slightly modified to further
reduce the cost to the end user. It is estimated that with a few minor changes, there is potential for an
additional $20-$100 savings to the end user. A more detailed list of purchased parts can be found in
Appendix 2.
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Fabrication Problems

5.3.1. Precision
There were two significant problems that were encountered during manufacturing. The first problem was
precision. Because one of the goals of the project was the ability to be manufactured with common tools,
an attempt was made to avoid using a mill or lathe for manufacturing. Although there were a few
exceptions to this rule the majority of the parts were manufactured using only a band saw and drill press.
This lack of precision led to significant problems aligning parts and fastener holes. The solution to this
problem was to increase the size of virtually all of the clearance holes. This is a problem that probably
should have been anticipated during the original design, but was overlooked.
5.3.2. Binding
The second problem encountered was binding on the Z and R axis. Using the original design neither axis
would move correctly when assembled. Fortunately there were relatively easy solutions for both axes.
5.3.2.1.

R Axis Binding

When the R Axis was first assembled the parts of the print head, which the guide bar passed through,
would grab and twist the entire print head. This was caused by the fact that there are two contact points
that were not rigidly connected. Only one contact point was necessary, so the second part was
removed. This resolved the binding on the R Axis.

One of the sides would grab
and twist the print head.

The solution was to change the
design so the guide bar only passed
through one side of the print head

Fig 13: R Axis Design Change.
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Z Axis Binding

After assembling the Z axis it became apparent that the specified lead screw nut was not going to work.
The nut had a very sloppy fit, causing a significant amount of friction. There was also an issue with the
aluminum supports rubbing on the steel guide bars. The ball screw nut that was specified for the R axis
seemed to work very well, so a second nut was ordered for the Z axis. In addition to the ball screw nut,
Teflon sleeve bearings were ordered and inserted into the aluminum Z axis supports. These two
changes completely eliminated the binding issues.

Fig 14: Ball Screw Nut (left) replaced Lead Screw Nut (right)

6.
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TESTING
6.1.

Design Requirement Testing

Testing of the RotoTyper consisted of an evaluation of the device against the design requirements. The ten
design requirements were tested independently and as scientifically as possible. Two of the design
requirements were not evaluated during this testing because they are requirements that are still to be fulfilled
by the Computer Science component of the project. Two design requirements excluded are orienting 3-D
object to optimize space and the software must accept standard drawing formats.
6.1.1. Selected Printing Material is Self-supporting
The material selection for the printing material was Dow
Corning® 3165 Fast Tack RTV Adhesive Sealant. This RTV
was chosen because of its viscosity, quick cure time, low
cost, and ease of use. To test the RTV against the design
requirement some sample shapes were made by hand to show
that the material was self-supporting, bearing its own weight.
The samples are a triangular rod and a hollow cylindrical
square, both stacked with three layers of material. The
samples demonstrate the material is self supporting with
single layers laid on top of single and double layers. The
testing showed the chosen RTV satisfies the design
requirement.
6.1.2. Mechanical Motion Allows for a 9 Inch Cube
The travel for the mechanical motion of each axis was measured to determine the maximum size of the
printed object. For each of the two linear axes, critical minimum measurements were calculated that allow
for the 9 inch cube to be printed. The calculated travel for the R-axis is 6.36 inches from the center of the
printing surface. The calculated travel for the Z axis is 9 inches downward from the tip of the printing
head measured from the printing surface. The measured travel of the prototype was 6.36 inches for the Raxis and 7.75 inches for the Z-axis. This yielded a cube with length of 9 inches, width of 9 inches, and
height of 7.75 inches. The loss of 1.25 inches in the height is due to the modifications made to the design.
One inch was lost to the ball screw nut that was installed to replace the lead screw nut in the original
design. The remaining 0.25 inch loss was due to the change in the acrylic stock to 3/8 inch thick instead of
the original specification of 0.25 inch thick. Though 1.25 inches of printing height was lost, the design
changes that caused it allowed for cost savings and full functionality of the prototype. A redesign of the
RotoTyper can remedy the 1.25 inches lost in the Z-axis. The testing showed that the mechanical motion
does not completely allow for a 9 inch cube to be printed.
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6.1.3. Overall Size Requirement: L+W+H < 54 Inches
The overall size of the prototype was a requirement of the design and was tested by measuring the
prototype’s external dimensions. The requirement specified that the sum of the length, width, and height
be less than 54 inches. The measured dimensions were a length of 17.5 inches, a width of 16.5 inches, and
a height of 20 inches. The sum of the dimensions was 54 inches. The test showed that the prototype met
the design size requirement.

6.1.4. Fully enclosed, Emergency switch mounted to stop motors
The design called for the prototype to be enclosed, specifically by doors and for an emergency stop switch
to be externally mounted. The evaluation for this test was qualitative, simply observing that the doors and
emergency stop switches were mounted. The testing showed the prototype met the safety design
requirement.

6.1.5. Motor motion less than 0.1 inch in each axis.
The design required for a precision of 0.1 inches in all axes to give the design sufficient resolution and
detail. The precision of each axis was tested by running the motors with the smallest capable movement
increment of one step. The test was conducted by placing a reference marker the start position of each axis
and then turning each motor one step and then placing the second reference marker for each axis. The
distance between the two markers is the precision for each axis. The theta axis precision was measured on
the outside edge of the platform where the maximum movement would occur. The results of the test
showed a precision of 0.001 inches for the R-axis, 0.001 inches for the Z-axis, and 0.054 inches for the
theta axis. The measurements for each axis correlate with the calculations made for the 0.1 inch tolerance
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recorded in section 8.1 and 8.2. The testing showed the prototype satisfies the design requirement for
mechanical precision.
6.1.6. Device must place one pixel at least every second
The design specified the device must be able to place 1 pixel of material per second. This was translated to
minimum movement speed for the R-axis and a maximum complete rotation time for a theta axis which
were 0.5 inches per second and 9 seconds respectively. The performance of the R-axis was determined by
timing the print head movement over a 4 inch distance. The speed of the R-axis was 0.5 inches per second.
The performance of the theta axis was determined by measuring the time of one full rotation. The average
time for a full rotation of the theta axis was 3.5 seconds, 5.5 seconds faster than maximum allowable
rotation time. The testing showed that the prototype was capable of placing one pixel at least every
second, satisfying the design requirement.
6.1.7. Demonstrate durability of the material
The design specified another requirement about the material. The design team had to demonstrate the
durability of the material to the project sponsor with a sample of the material. To satisfy the design
requirement a three inch rod of material was produced and given to the project sponsor. The sponsor was
satisfied with the durability of the material.

6.2.

Revisions to Meet Design Requirements

The original design of the RotoTyper was meant to meet all the design requirements, but problems in
fabrication have caused the prototype to not satisfy one of the design requirements.
6.2.1. Z-axis Travel Modification: Ball Screw
The design specified the device must print a 9 inch cube, but space limitations caused by replacing the Zaxis lead screw with a ball screw as well as thicker stock material restricted the Z-axis movement to just
7.75 inches. A redesign in the height of the RotoTyper would solve the issue. The redesign would require
an addition of at least 1.25 inches to the midsection of the machine expanding the Z-axis movement to a
full 9 inches. Several parts including the side plates, back plate, Z-axis power screw, support rails, and the
doors would all have to be remade to accomplish the redesign.
The disadvantage of this revision is the impact it has on the design requirement for the overall size of the
machine. The overall height of the device would increase at least 1.25 inches producing a dimension sum
of 55.25 inches. This design change is worth pursuing though because of the relative importance of the
two design requirements. In section 1.2.4 the design requirement for the size of the printed object is
ranked significantly higher in importance than the requirement for the overall size of the machine. The
importance of the printed object size is reasonable grounds to expand the height of the machine.
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7. PROJECT SUMMARY
The senior project for mechanical engineers is the culmination of the multitude of projects and classes
completed over an academic career. It is as close to a real design experience as a student can get and
requires the student to apply all the engineering skills learned during their tenure in the university. As such
it is a good litmus test for how well a student can apply their learnings to real world problem solving.
From a technical perspective the senior project allows students to use their analysis skills to choose
correct solutions to difficulties. For the 3-d printer this meant motor torque, material strength, gear
reduction, friction and speed calculations. These were invaluable in selecting the correct components for
the prototype and with the notable exception of the Z-axis were spot on. The Z-axis calculation suffered
from poor understanding of the manufactured parts, not enough information was available from the
manufacturer regarding the design and function of the nut and threads. This allowed more lash than
anticipated to crop up in the Z-direction and required a redesign of the lifting mechanism.
The other difficulty that arose during this project was related to project management. Coordinating the
schedules of 9 people across 3 different disciplines caused some consternation. It was difficult to establish
meeting times to discuss problems that cropped up during the design and manufacturing process.
Additionally, the mismatch of senior project schedules (EE and CS majors have an extra term) required
substantial transformation of the design requirements for the ME’s benefit. Requirements were modified so
the project could be graded on significant completion of the mechanical systems without the supporting
software. Along with these changes concessions were made by the ME team to continue to support the
project through the spring term to ensure the rest of the team meets their deadlines.
The collaborative nature of the 3-d printer project was extremely valuable experience for the engineering
students. Interfacing with different disciplines/departments to work together on a common design problem
is often required in industry. The ME team believes this will help us in our careers as we work with multidisciplinary teams to tackle problems that require more than just a mechanical solution. Exposure to the
electrical design of the driver boards and software development is an added bonus. These are problems
ME’s are ill-equipped to deal with by themselves and having expert help greatly influenced the success of
this endeavor.
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8. APPENDIX 1: ENGINEERING CALCULATIONS
8.1.

Tolerance Calculations R/Z Axis: Minimum 0.1 Inches

Power Screw 5 Threads Per Inch

Stepper Motor Minimum Step Size = 1.8 Degrees

Minimum Tolerance = Step Distance * Lead Distance

Tolerance = 0.001 Inches
8.2.

7.2. Tolerance Calculations in Theta Direction: Minimum 0.1 Inches

Circle Diameter

Circle Circumference

Motor Step Size 1.8 Degrees

Gear Ratio 16:72

Degrees moved on circle by one motor step

Total number of units on outside circle.

Tolerance =
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Average Build Time Calculation

Number of 0.1 x 0.1 x 0.1 "Pixels" in 9 x 9 x 9 Cube

Six Hour Build Time in Seconds

Pixels/Second

Relative Print Head Velocity in relation to disk.

8.4.

R Axis (Calculations For Maximum RPM)

Power Screw Lead

Minimum Motor RPM

8.5.

Theta Axis (Calculations For Maximum RPM)

"Average" Diameter = 4.5 Inches

Circumference

Time For One Rotation

Gear Reduction

Motor RPM
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8.6. Motor Torque Calculation (Z Axis Only)
Mass to Lower (Z Axis does not lift finished part, only lowers it)

Mass to Raise (Z Axis only raises to get to home position before printing)
Power Screw Diameter/Pitch

Coefficient of Friction Steel vs Brass

Torque to Raise and Lower Platform

RaisingTorque = 0.128 lb inch

LoweringTorque = K0.0252 lb inch
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9. APPENDIX 2: BILL OF MATERIALS
Engineering BOM

Print Head

R-axis

Rotary Table

Case

9.1

Part Name
Supplier
Method
Supplier Part #
Back
Manufacture BS,DP,TS 3/8" Lexan (8'x4')
Bottom Plate
Manufacture BS,DP,TS 3/8" Lexan (8'x4')
Side Plate
Manufacture BS,DP,TS 3/8" Lexan (8'x4')
Front (Door)
Manufacture BS,DP,TS 3/8" Lexan (8'x4')
Z Axis Bearing Plate
Manufacture BS,DP,TS 3/8" Lexan (8'x4')
Z Axis Support
Manufacture BS,DP,TS 3/8" Lexan (8'x4')
Z Axis Power Screw
Manufacture LT
5966K26
Z Axis Guide Bar
Manufacture BS
5227T26
Bearing 1
McMaster-Carr
60355K15
Stepper Motor
Web-tronics
42BYGH404
Motor Coupler
Manufacture DP
3/8" 6061 Al Rod (12")
Z Axis Top Guide Plate
Manufacture BS,DP,TS 3/8" Lexan (8'x4')
Z Axis Platform
Manufacture BS,DP,TS 3/8" Lexan (8'x4')
Rotary Table
Manufacture BS,DP,TS 3/8" Lexan (8'x4')
Lazy Susan Connection
Manufacture LT
1" 7075 Al Rod (12")
Lazy Susan (Inc. Top + Bot) McMaster-Carr
6031K18
Z Axis Platform Support
Manufacture BS,DP,TS 1" 6061 Al (12"x12")
Chain
McMaster-Carr
6261K4
Chain Sprocket 72 Tooth
McMaster-Carr
2737T361
Chain Sprocket 16 Tooth
McMaster-Carr
2737T112
Stepper Motor
Web-tronics
42BYGH404
Z Axis Lead Screw Nut
McMaster-Carr
95072A110
Bearing 1
McMaster-Carr
60355K15
R Axis Power Screw
Manufacture LT
5966K26
R Axis Ball Screw Nut
McMaster-Carr
5966K46
R Axis Motor Mount
Manufacture BS,DP,TS 3/8" Lexan (8'x4')
R Axis Guide Plate
Manufacture BS,DP,TS 3/8" Lexan (8'x4')
R Axis Guide Bar
Manufacture BS
5227T26
Motor Coupler
Manufacture LT
3/8" 6061 Al Rod (12")
Top Plate
Manufacture BS,DP,TS 3/8" Lexan (8'x4')
Stepper Motor
Web-tronics
42BYGH404
hd-tpplt
Manufacture BS,DP,TS 3/8" Lexan (8'x4')
hd-mdplt
Manufacture BS,DP,TS 3/8" Lexan (8'x4')
hd-bttmplt
Manufacture BS,DP,TS 3/8" Lexan (8'x4')
hd-sdplt-Left
Manufacture BS,DP,TS 3/8" Lexan (8'x4')
hd-sdplt-Right
Manufacture BS,DP,TS 3/8" Lexan (8'x4')
Syringe (55cc)
EFD
Hybrid Linear Actuator
HSI inc
E28H47-2.1-6-12
Print material
Dow Corning
Dow 3165 RTV
Manufacturing Key
DP
Drill Press
BS
Bandsaw
TS
Tap set
LT
Lathe

Size (in^2 for manufacture)
320
281
181
247
7
11
5/8 - 13/64 Lead 36"
1/2" Precision Ground Steel
1/2 Shaft 1 1/8" OD R8

Qty
1
1
2
2
1
1
1
2
2
1
1
40
1
199
1
81
1
1
6x6 Galvanized Steel
1
30
2
Ansi 25 - 4 ft
1
Ansi 25 - 72T 1/2" Bore
1
Ansi 25 - 16T 1/4" Bore
1
1
5/8" .937-16 OD Threads - Bronze
1
1/2 Shaft 1 1/8" OD R8
2
5/8 - 13/64 Lead 36"
1
5/8" Square w/Flange
1
6
2
11
2
1/2" Precision Ground Steel
1
1
79
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

7
7
7
48
48
Sample
Sample
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Purchased Parts BOM

Part
Ball Screw
Lead Screw
Lead Screw Nut
Ball Screw Nut
Ball Screw Nut w/Flange
3/8" 6061 Al Rod (12")
1/2" Precision Ground Steel Rod
1" 7075 Al Rod (12")
Lazy Susan
Bearing
1" 6061 Al (12"x12")
Chain
Chain Sprocket 72 Tooth
Chain Sprocket 16 Tooth
Teflon Sleeve Bearings (5)
Syringe 55cc
Hybrid Linear Actuator
Stepper Motor
4'x8' 3/8" Acrylic Sheet

Purpose
Z/R Axis Power Screws
Z Axis Power Screw
Linear Motion Z Axis
Linear Motion Z Axis
Linear Motion R Axis
Motor Couplers
Z/R Axis Guide Bars
Lazy Susan Connection
Rotary Motion Theta Axis
Support Z/R Axis Power Screws
Z Axis Support
Theta Axis
Theta Axis
Theta Axis
Z Axis Movement
RTV Deposition
RTV Deposition
Axis Movement
Stock Material

Supplier
Supplier Part # Qty $/Unit
McMaster-Carr
5966K26
1 $22.86
McMaster-Carr
5966K26
1 $38.15
McMaster-Carr
95072A110
1 $29.74
McMaster-Carr
5966K16
1 $23.85
McMaster-Carr
5966K46
1 $56.76
McMaster-Carr
6750K151
1 $1.96
McMaster-Carr
5227T26
1 $12.04
McMaster-Carr
90465K111
1 $12.85
McMaster-Carr
6031K18
1 $3.25
McMaster-Carr
60355K15
4 $4.34
McMaster-Carr
9246K63
1 $35.40
McMaster-Carr
6261K4
1 $14.68
McMaster-Carr
2737T361
1 $17.52
McMaster-Carr
2737T112
1 $5.91
McMaster-Carr
2639T18
1 $3.28
EFD
N/A Sample
1 $0.00
HSI inc
E28H47-2.1-6-12 1 $129.20
Web-tronics
42BYGH404
3 $17.95
MultiCraft Plastics N/A
1 $190.00
Total Spent
Cost of Parts Actually Used in Final Design

Total $
$22.86
$38.15
$29.74
$23.85
$56.76
$1.96
$12.04
$12.85
$3.25
$17.36
$35.40
$14.68
$17.52
$5.91
$3.28
$0.00
$129.20
$53.85
$190.00
$668.66
$600.77

*Parts in red were purchased, but not used in final prototype.
*Parts in yellow should be examined/re-specified for possible cost savings to end user
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R Axis Assembly
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Case Assembly
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Rotary Table Assembly
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Appendix C – Engineering Expo Promotional Materials
As part of the Engineering Expo the Rototyper group produced a variety of promotional materials
to hand out to visitors. The Rototyper was used to print frosting onto cookies and baseball card
style info cards were created for both the Rototyper and as “mini-resumes” for the students. The
card designs are included in this section.
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Scott Koster

Mike Carlsen

Donald Heer

CpE

CpE

Mentor

2007

2007

2007

Ray Anderson

Jacob Postman

Ty Shelton

CpE

EE/CS

ME

2007

2007

2007

Stephen Lutz

Glenn Sandoval

Andrew Leach

ME

CS

ME

2007

2007

2007
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Donald Heer

Mike Carlsen

Scott Koster

Mentor

CpE

CpE

Born Springfield, OR 1978
GPA 3.89
Height: 6'0"
Weight: 304 lbs
Skills: Embedded Design,
Management, Torture of
Underlings
Ideal Job: Working to improve
the public opinion of engineers

Born Santa Clara, CA 1985
GPA 3.85
Height: 6'0"
Weight: 150
Skills: Most Scripting
Languages, Big Picture Thinker,
Successful Poker Player
Ideal Job: Research and
Development in Custom Chip\
ASIC design, Janitor

“Always remember, you are
special just like everyone else”

Born Salem, OR 1985
GPA 3.54
Height: 5'11"
Weight: 168
Skills: Networking Genius,
Leadership, Breaking Stuff
Ideal Job: Engineering on the
Bleeding Edge, Conquering
Problems
“Golf isn’t a game, it’s a choice
that one makes with one’s life”

Ty Shelton

Jacob Postman

Ray Anderson

ME

EE/CS

CpE

Born Philomath, OR 1985
GPA 3.90
Height: 6'0"
Weight: 170
Skills: Embedded System
Design, Plays Well With Others
Ideal Job: Working with great
people to design cool devices
that make you want to say
“OoOoh”

Born Corvallis, OR 1984
GPA 3.52
Height: 6'0"
Weight: 165
Skills: Programming, Circuits,
and other Engineering skillz
Ideal Job: Designer on a high
tech project with my own
parking spot, Winning the lottery

Andrew Leach

Glenn Sandoval

Stephen Lutz

ME

CS

ME

Born The Dalles, OR 1980
Height: 6'0"
Weight: 190 lbs
Skills: Materials science grad
student- research in thin films
Ideal Job: Process Engineer in
the Semiconductor Industry

Born Salem, OR 1983
Height: 5'11"
Weight: 170 lbs
Skills: Mechanical Design,
Problem Solving, Creativity
Ideal Job: Automotive or
machinery design, NBA All Star

Born Salem, OR 1974
Height: 5'11"
Weight: 180 lbs
Skills: C, C++,MySQL,
Website admin, Microwave
Radio, and T1 technician
Ideal Job: Self employed/
entrepreneur

Born Salem, OR 1984
Senior Year GPA 3.56
Height: 6'1"
Weight: 180 lbs
Skills: Design & Mechanics,
Interest in Electro-Mechanical
Design
Ideal Job: Highlord ‘Design to
Manufacture’ Engineer, Guitar
Slinging Rockstar Engineer
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Unique rotational design
allows for simple and precise
construction, and makes
optimizations possible using
standard hard disk
I/O algorithms. Besides,
cylindrical coordinates are
cool.

Easy to Build

Make
Your Ideas Matter
Rotational
WWW.ROTOTYPER.COM

Printing

2007

Jonesing

2007

Compatible
2007

Functional
2007

WYSIWYP
2007

Accessible

2007

Versatile

2007

Affordable
2007

2007
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Rotational
Printing

Easy to Build

Unique rotational design
allows for simple and precise
construction, and makes
optimizations possible using
standard hard disk
I/O algorithms. Besides,
cylindrical coordinates are
cool.

A simple mechanical design
built almost entirely from offthe-shelf components makes
construction and repair cake.
Being able to print with
frosting means that cake will
always be delicious.

Make Your Ideas Matter

Make Your Ideas Matter

Make Your Ideas Matter

WWW.ROTOTYPER.COM

WWW.ROTOTYPER.COM

WWW.ROTOTYPER.COM

Accessible

Compatible

Jonesing

With free 3D modeling
software, few machined parts
and readily available print
material, you have everything
you need to build your own
Rototyper!

By using the STL (Standard
Tessellation Language) CAD
file format nearly any 3D
modeling or CAD application
will integrate seamlessly with
Rototyper.

Keep the boss’ attention
where you want it and make
the other engineers “uber”
jealous. With sleek and
stylish blue LEDs, keeping up
with the Joneses is a breeze.

Make Your Ideas Matter

Make Your Ideas Matter

Make Your Ideas Matter

WWW.ROTOTYPER.COM

WWW.ROTOTYPER.COM

WWW.ROTOTYPER.COM

Affordable

Versatile

Functional

A build cost of only $650 and
cheap, readily available
silicone caulk means that
using a Rototyper will always
be affordable. Compare that
to $20,000-$1.5 million for a
commercial solution.

Versatile material selection
means always using the best
material for the job.
Silicone for the
presentation, chocolate
frosting for the after party.

Compact design, with a 11.4"
diameter by 8" print size, 0.1"
resolution and a 6 hour
average print time means you
can make what you want
when you want it. Fit it on
your desk, right next to your
fish.

Make Your Ideas Matter

Make Your Ideas Matter

Make Your Ideas Matter

WWW.ROTOTYPER.COM

WWW.ROTOTYPER.COM

WWW.ROTOTYPER.COM

WYSIWYP
“What you see is what you print”

Software allows for scaling,
rotating, translating and
viewing a model exactly how
it will be produced before
printing.
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Appendix D – Rototyper User Manual
Contents of this section were produced by the Rototyper Electrical and Computer Engineering
design team consisting of Raymond Anderson, Michael Carlsen, Scott Koster and Jacob Postman.
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Rototyper Users Manual
Group 1
Ray Anderson
Mike Carlsen
Scot Koster
Jacob Postman
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1

Hardware

The Rototyper hardware consists of four main parts, the ATX power supply, the
microcontroller dev board, the stepper motor controllers and the stepper motors
themselves. This section will describe how to operate all of them.
1.1

Positioning and Setup

While the power is off each axis can be moved freely by hand. This allows you to
position each axis where desired. The main power switch is located on the ATX power
supply next to the power cord plug. The ATX supply powers everything except for the
microcontroller dev board. The dev board is powered off its universal serial bus
connection. (NOTE: the grounds of the ATX supply and the dev board must be
connected for proper function) Once powered on the motors will energize and hold the
axes from moving. The electronics are then ready to receive input from the
microcontroller.
1.2

Microcontroller

The microcontroller is powered off its universal serial bus connection. Once plugged in
it should turn on and the power light should light up. The jumper J8 on the dev board
selects whether the board gets power from the universal serial bus or the wall plug port, it
should not be set to the wall plug. On startup the radial axis will move inwards towards
the center of the printing circle. It is seeking its home position and will not respond to
other commands until the right limit switch is hit. When it does it will move a preset
amount to be at the center of the print area. When running tests without the motors
powered make sure you press this limit switch after the microcontroller boots because
you will not be able to send it commands until you do.
1.3

Nozzle

The nozzle must be watched and attended to while printing. The print material will only
last so long before it needs to be refilled. To refill during printing try and be able to
pause the print job at the most convenient time. If you pause while it’s printing a line
there will still be pressure in the syringe and print material will be pushed out while it’s
stopped. The best place to stop is between layers. If that’s not possible try to stop it
while it is moving to the next track to print. This is after the nozzle has pulled back at the
end of the line and should have relieved the pressure.
While the printer is paused you can replace the material syringe. To do this, remove the
bolts holding the plate that the nozzle motor is attached to. Then unscrew the nozzle
motor shaft from the plunger tip and set the motor assembly aside. Remove the clamp
holding the syringe down and the Velcro strap and pull out the syringe.
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Make sure to remove all air bubbles when filling the syringe with material. If using a
material that comes in a tube such as silicone materials, push the plunger all the way and
load the material through the tip using pressure by squeezing out material or using a
caulk gun.
Once the syringe is full simply repeat the removal process in reverse to load it into the
nozzle apparatus. If you position it right you can get a small push on the plunger when
you screw down the nozzle motor mounting plate. This will fill the nozzle with printing
material and make the next line start as it should. After the syringe is securely loaded the
printing process can be resumed where it left off.
It is sometimes easier to turn off the ATX power before refilling the syringe. If you do
make sure that none of the axes move while it’s off or the printer will lose its current
position.

2

STL Parser

The STL Parser program is used to convert 3D CAD images into shape files that the
printer can use to print the object.
2.0

Usage

First a STL CAD file must be loaded into the program. Use File->Open to do this. The
shape should appear in the main window along with a representation of the circular
printing platform. This shows you how the object will print. The view can be rotated
with the slider bars on the right. On the bottom are buttons for translating and rotating
the object, as well as resizing. You need to orient the object for best printing. Remember
that the current version of the printer cannot print on a layer that has no material directly
beneath it. Once the object is properly oriented just use the scan button in the bottom
right to generate the Rototyper shape file. This process can take some time, but while its
running it should animate the current sector it is scanning inside the shape and builds it
up just like the printer will print it. The shape file will output as output.txt.
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3

Rototyper Control Panel

The Rototyper Control Panel is a GUI program to control the printer. It allows you to
control the motors individually, calibrate the printing settings and run Rototyper format
print files.

3.0

Usage

3.0.1 Connecting
On startup the Control Panel load the available COM ports into the COM Port drop down
box. Select the COM that the Rototyper is using and press Connect to connect to the
microcontroller. The text next to the button should change to connect and many buttons
will be enabled upon successful connection. Now you can send commands to the printer.
3.0.4 Settings
The settings tab holds all the variable settings for printing. The Nozzle Mode drop down
box can be used to load previously saved settings. This will fill out the settings textbox's
with those saved settings. After settings are changed or previously saved settings are
loaded they must be sent to the microcontroller to be used. Each setting can be set
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individually using the “Set” button next to the input box, or all can be set at once using
the “Set All” button.

3.0.2 Motor Movement
Manual motor movement is controlled in the Movement Control tab. Here you can move
each motor a specific number of steps in each direction individually. You can also tell
the printer to move to a specific sector on the disc.
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3.0.3 Printing Calibration
Calibration is a useful tool for getting the basic settings for a specific material and
printing nozzle. In the calibration tab you can print test lines and dots and get the settings
right to make them look nice. Once this is accomplished you can save the settings so
they can be loaded later. Some default settings are included for silicone and frosting.

3.0.5 File Loading and Running
The main tab is used to load shape files and for starting the printing process. The settings
in the file open box must be set to the desired values before loading the shape file. Use
the browse to open the shape text files outputted from the STL Parser program. This will
build a list of commands in the commands window. They can be viewed easily if you
uncheck the checkbox above the scroll bar in the commands window to unlock it. Be
careful not to change the selected index though because it will start printing wherever that
is. If a print job needs to be resumed, or if there is a need to start in the middle of a print
job, you can select the command at which to start printing at from the list box. After all
the printing settings are set and the file is loaded press run to begin the printing process.
Make sure the printer knows its current location before starting so that it prints in the
right place. The easiest way to do this is with the “GoHome” button which will tell the
nozzle to move to the right until it hits the limit switch. This informs the printer what its
current location is and allows it to then move back to sector zero.
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